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EDITORIAL

CANCEL THESE DEBTS

JOHANNESBURG   HAS   BECOME
one  of the crime centres of the world.
The daily papers are full of armed car

hijackings  and  rapes.  Everyone  who  can
afford  to  lives  behind  high  walls,  barbed
wire and electric gates.

The  crime  wave  has  something  to  do
with infiltration by drug mafias from else-
where in Africa.  It has  a lot to do  with a

generation of young men taken away from
their  mothers  when  weaned  so  as  not  to
interfere with domestic service and brought
up on the streets without proper education,
parenting  and  without  a  framework  of
social and family values. It also has a great
deal  to  do  with  a  woefully  inadequate
police  force  trained  to  enforce  apartheid
but  not to  fight  crime  and  so  badly paid
that eradicating bribery is well nigh impos-
sible.

It is a threatening place. Yet that was far
from being the dominant impression taken
away  by  delegates  to  the  recent  biennial
conference  of the  World  Union  for  Pro-

gressive  Judaism.  The  lasting  impression
was    of    magnanimity    and    guarded
optimism.

Delegates  visited  a  school  amidst  the
squalor of Alexandra township on the edge
of Johannesburg. The school was founded
on  the  initiative  of the  then  Progressive
Rabbi  of Temple  Israel,  Moses  Weiler.  It
has provided education for black children
for folly years. It has been sustained by the
relentless fundraisjng efforts of the United
Sisterhoods  of the  Progressive  communi-
ties  in  South  Africa  -  tine  Jewish  social
action.

One  young  graduate  of the  school  de-
clared:  `Were  it not for the education that

you  gave  me,  your cars  would  now be  in
my garage'.  He went on,  `You  did,i`t just

give  me  fish  but  you  taught  me   how  to
fish'.  The gratitude,  coupled  with  a sense
of the overriding importance of education,
was palpable.

A  remarkable  contribution  to  the  con-
ference  came  from  a  distinguished  black
academic,  Professor  Vincent  Maphai.  He
calmly  repeated  President  Mandela's  call
for reconciliation  rather than  revenge.  He
spoke of civil war elsewhere in Afirica and
the  disaster that  it  had brought.  He  spoke
of not  making the    mistake  of destroying
the  economic  structure,  so dependent  still
on the white population.

At the  end of his  lecture,  an  American
delegate  reminded  him  of the  evils  of the
dependency   culture   and   taking   away

people's  self-reliance  by  giving them  too
much   aid.   Professor   Maphai   replied

quietly   by   saying  that   with   a  foreign
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debt  of 245  billion  rands  and  an  annual
debt  servicing  requirement  of 30  billion
rands  there  was  no  possibility  of taking
away anyone's self reliance.

The Hebrew Bible contains many unique
and  remarkable  concepts.  Amongst  them
are  the  Sabbatical  and  Jubilee  Years.  The
Sabbatical year is characterised by allowing
the land to lie fallow and by the remission of
debt. The Jubilee Year, the fiftieth year after
seven  lots  of sabbatical  years,  had  three
strands -the land was to lie fallow, all land
that people had been forced to sell or mort-
gage, reverted unencumbered to the original
owner, and people who had been forced by
economic pressures to sell themselves into
slavery were released.

The  underlying  theme  is  that  land  is
God's property.  God makes it available to
human beings.  It should, therefore, not be
exploited by some to the detriment of oth-
ers.  People  may  need  to  dispose  of their
land and can do so, but not in perpetuity.

There  are  endless  discussions  in  con-
temporary,   scholarly   literature   as   to
whether the Sabbatical year and the Jubilee

year  ever  happened  in  reality  or  whether
they werejust ideals. The consensus seems
to be that there is a considerable degree of
idealisation   but   a   not   inconsiderable
amount of reality too.

What shines through is a deep and pro-
found   sense  that   every  person,   every
community, every nation has a right to its
land. Every person has a right to his or her
freedom and neither land nor person should
be enslaved by need or debt for ever. There
is  a  clear  statement  of inalienable  rights
and  an  unequivocal  assertion  of the  need
for remission and redemption from time to
time  in  ol.der  to  restore  both  people  and
land to their rightful places. It is one of the
Torah's  most  noble  social  and  economic
sentiments.

A  new  campaign  group  was  launched
recently. It is called Jubilee 2000. The 2000
refers to the impending millennium and the
Jubilee to the biblical Jubilee.

In  the   1970s  Western  banks  lent  vast
sums to Third World countries. Two alarm-
ing and unforeseen things then  happened.
Interest rates went through the roof and the

price  of primary  products  went  down,  on
average  by  30%.  As  a  result,  Africa  now
spends  four  times  more  on  interest  pay-
ments on its loans than on health care.

`Our proposal' says Jubilee 2000's leaf-

let,  `is to celebrate the new millennium by
cancelling  the   unpayable  debts   of  the
world's poorest countries. Debt causes eco-
nomic  and  social  instability.   It  played  a
major  role   in  the  collapse  of  Rwanda.

Jubilee 2000 has worked with economists,
business people, politicians, diplomats and
aid  agencies  to  find  a  practical  proposal
balancing the interests of both debtors and
creditors'. Jubilee 2000 goes on to recom-
mend  that  we  identify  the  poorest,  most
debt burdened countries, and calculate the
debt for each country that could never be
repaid.   It  insists  that  those   responsible
work out conditions on a case by case basis
so  as  to  ensure  that  the  poor  will  really
benefit, and cancel those debts by the year
2000 as a one-off celebration of the millen-
nium.

There must be qualifications. Some third
world  debt  has  nothing  to  do  with  irre-
sponsible lending in the  1970s.  Some has
to  do  with  the  corrupt  syphoning  off of
state funds by politicians filling their own
Swiss bank accounts.

Beyond  that,   some   lending  agencies
adopt different criteria to those Jubilee 2000
advocates.  They  show  most  favour to  re-
gimes which they regard as prudent, that is,
pursuing financially austere policies, whilst
Jubilee 2000 would favour regimes that are
strong on democracy and human rights. Ad-
ditionally,  debt  is  by  no  means  the  only
factor in Third World poverty. In some cases
the  servicing  costs  of the  debt  are  not  so
high.  It is  rather that debt restricts  new fi-
nance for new projects and it is new welfare
and  educational   initiatives  that  are   so
needed. Finally, tariffs, erected by countries
like Britain, which strangle exports and eco-
nomic growth in Third World countries, are
at least as grave a problem as debt.  Never-
theless,  Jubilee  2000  is  a  significant  and
exciting initiative to  which the  RSGB  and
ULPS have lent their names.

You grasp its urgency particularly if you

go to Johannesburg and find yourself un-
able  to   walk  safely  down  the  street  in
daylight.  Particularly  if you are reminded
of the biblical concept of the remission of
debt,  of the  restoration  of people to their
land, free and unencumbered. And particu-
larly  if  you  ponder  Professor  Vincent
Maphai's  response to  the anxious  Ameri-
can's question about self-reliance with his
reference to 245  billion rands of inherited
national  debt and 30 billion rands of debt
servicing in  1995/6 alone.

Think what 30 billion rands would do in
training  and  funding  an  adequate  police
force.  Think  what  30  billion  rands  would
do in bringing fresh water and sanitation to
the tin  roofed hovels  of Alexandra town-
ship  where  the  children  from  the   M.C.
Weiler  school  live.  It  makes  better  sense
than a large dome in Greenwich.  And it is
much better Judaism .



THE BANNERS ARE DRAPED
across Tverskaia Uljtsa,  one of
the  principal  thoroughfares  of

central   Moscow.   The   proud   red
banners   of  yesterday   ..   "We   are
building   communism!   Glory  to   our
Soviet Motherland!" ... are long gone.
In their place are blue, white, yellow -
anything but red -  stripes  advertising
visiting  foreign  rock  groups,  a  new
Mercedes  dealership,  a  casino  and
"nochny klub",  night club.  Surely this

is  an appropriate  moment to meditate
on   the   Russian   Revolution   nearly
eighty years. on. It is said that one can
confidently  predict  that  all  political
careers   "will   end  in  tears".   Many
would  argue  th,at  this  was  indeed  the
fate of the Soviet experience jn general
and that of Soviet Jewry in particular.

Can  we  really  dismiss the  implica-
tions of the Soviet experience for Jews
so easily? Rather, let us celebrate this
forthcoming  anniversary  by  taking
stock.   And   for  this  occasion,   the
banner  which   we   hoist  bears   the
legend  "The  Great  October  Socialist
Revolution: Good for the Jew and Bad
for the Jews!"

The distinction between singular and
plural in this case should not be missed.
It  higmghts  the  crucial  aspect  of the
impact  of  the  Bolshevik  Revolution
upon  the  Jews.   It  harks  back  to  a
similar point which was raised during
the  debates  in  the   French  National
Assembly in 1790, when it debated the
granting of civil rights to French Jews.
In   a   celebrated   speech,   the   pro-
emancipationist   Deputy   Stanislaus
de     Clermont-Tonnerre     declared
that"everything must be refused to the
Jews  as  a  nation,  everything  must be
granted  to  them  as  individuals".  The
Soviet  version,  a  century  and  a  half
later,  could  have  been  formulated  as
"everything  must  be  refused  to  the

Jews as an ancient culture and religion,
everything must be  given to the  Jews
as one of the new peoples of the Soviet
Union".

This   de /czcfo  slogan  was  necessi-
tated     by     pragmatism.      In     the
half-century before the Russian Revo-
lution, Marxist idealogues had viewed
the  Jews  as  an  artificial  entity.  Lenin
famously  formulated  that  the  Jews
were  no  more  than  an historical  rem-
nant  which  owed  its  identity  to  the,
persistence of antisemitism. The Jews
were  a  sort  of  ethnic  debris  which
would quickly dissolve into the wider
Soviet people. Rhetorically, no special

provision  was  necessary  for  Soviet
Jews  beyond  treating  them  as  human
beings. In fact, Bolshevik agitators "on
the  Jewish  street"  found  themselves
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opposed  by  a  wide  range  of Jewish
political  responses, in the form of im-
aginative  ideologies  such  as  Jewish
socialism, Zionism, Territorialism and
Autonomism. They were challenged to
political  debate in Yiddish,  the carrier
of a new, dynamic and secularised Jew-
ish  culture.  There  was  no  escape  for
the  framers  of the  Soviet state except
to recognise reality and pragmatically
to award the Jews the formal status of
an ethnic minority. New definitions of
Jewish identity were already in the air
- indeed, this was a fundamental  out-
come  of  the  confrontation  of  East
European Jewry with modernity.

The  modernisation  process  would
have  occurred  with  or without  Soviet
power. One need only refer to the fate
of Jewish emigrants from Eastern Eu-
rope  to  the  United   States  and  the
various consequences of the clash be-
tween modern and traditional practice.
The revolutionary c7j.kzcr/ in the USSR,
however,  meant that the  reshaping of

Jewish  identity  was  imposed  from
above,  rather than developed through
debate, confrontation and compromise
within the Jewish community itself.

Inter-war Poland provides an even
better parallel than the US. Here,  the
most modemised elements of the Jew-
ish population evolved strategies based
upon  complete  or  partial  degrees  of
acculturation  and  assimilation.  Yet
even  the  Orthodox  movement,  the
Agudat  Israel,   developed  ways  of
working  within  the  Polish  political
system. The Polish example was com-
plicated  by  the  extreme  economic
backwardness of the region. Its gradual
economic     development    actually
harmed the Jews in the long run. The
creation of a native-Polish middle class
accelerated economic rivalries between
the  two  communities.  As  a  conse-
quence,  Jews  were  driven  out  of
white-collar work and the civil service,
while  Jewish  artisans  and  tradesmen
suffered frori a `Buy from your own"
campaign mastenninded by Polish ul-
tra-nationalists.

The  same thing  did  #of happen  in
the neighbouring USSR. I would like
to take my analogy here from Valentin
Kataev's 1932 Soviet industrial novel,
Vremia,vpered-Time,Forward,whose
central  character,  it might be remem-
bered, is the engineer David Margulies,
a "non-Jewish Jew". The recurrent im-
age  throughout  the  book  is  of  time
speeded up, of progress introduced at a
non-human  pace.  So  it  was  with  the
Jews.   October  had  one,  indubitable
accomplishment from the Jewish per-
spective: it resolved the long-standing
economic  Jewish  Question in Eastern
Europe.  If before  the  Revolution  the
broad  mass  of Jews  were   "forgasfez."
(shysters),  tradesmen,  merchants  and
/a//Jme#sfeen -airy-fairy i ntellectuals -
they  offered  a  very  different  profile
within  a  decade  and  a  half of Soviet
Power.

By the  completion of the  first Five
Year Plan in 1932, Jews were scattered
across  the  economic  spectrum.  They
were factory workers and factory man-
agers,  engineers,  doctors,  academics,
white-collar  workers,  army  officers,
Party  activists,  secret-  policemen,  as
well  as  artists  and writers.  According
to the Imperial Russian census of 1897,
38.7 percent of Jews were engaged in
commerce  and trade and 35.4 percent
in manufacturing and crafts. In the So-
viet census of 1939, 40.7 percent were
white collar workers - s/wzfeosfecfez.e -
30.5  percent were  labourers  and  16.1

percent  were  craftsmen  in  co-opera-
tives.   (Mordechai   Altshuler,    Sovz.e/
Jewry  since  the  Second  World  War,
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As a close observer Of the pohiical scene in the late
Soviet Union and the post-Soviet period, I have been
struck by the failure Of antisemitism to serve as an
ef fective vehicle f or political mobilis ation.

Greenwood Press; New York,  1987, 7,
10).  Ironically, the "great transfoma-
tion"   of   the   traditional   Russian
economy destroyed that one  sector of
the economy jn which Jews had begun
to draw closer to the mass of the Rus-
sian    population,    the    peasantry.
Through dint of effort and massive for-
eign  funding,   almost   10  percent  of
Soviet Jewry were engaged in farming
on  the  eve  of the  collectivisation  of
agriculture.  After  the  murderous  tur-
moil  of collectivisation,  this  number
fell  by half,  reflecting the decimation
of  the   Soviet  peasantry  in  general.
Once again Jewish peasants became a
rarity,  although  they  did  not  entirely
disappear.

Unlike   Poland  the  movement  of
Jews  into  the  Soviet  economic  main-
stream was not accompanied by a rise
in  antisemitism  -  certainly  not  as  an
organised  political  force.  Indeed,  the
Soviet  state  created  an  environment
which was opposed to antisemitjsm as
a   remnant   of  the   discredited  Old
Regime and the anti-communist White
political    movement.   The   official
unacceptabiljty of antisemitism was re-
flected in the  increased confidence  of
Jews  in  denouncing  and  refusing  to
tolerate    expressions    of   popular
antisemitism. This self-confidence per-
sisted  right  through  the  war  period.
Appeals    to    the    authorities,    for
example,  by  members  of the  Jewish
Anti-Fascist Committee during and af-
ter  the  Great  Patriotic  War,  indicate
their  belief that  an  invocation  of the
need   to   fight  popular  antisemitism
would be  sufficient to  move  the  gov-
ernment to  action.  Defendants caught
up in the subsequent repression of the
JAC    after    1948    were    rendered
speechless with amazement when they
encountered    virulent    antisemitic
sentiments  from  their interrogators.  It
may  have  ben  myopia  or  naivet6  but
antisemitism  was  not  something  they
expected to  find among the guardians
of the  regime.  It  was  simply  assumed
to be "anti-Soviet".

What  then  was  the   source  of  the
state-sponsored   antisemitism   which
was  such  an  open  phenomenon  in the
late Soviet Union? I would suggest that
it arose as the consequence of the "in-
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temationalisation" of the Jews - their
ties  to  foreign,  especially  American,
Jewish bodies, their perceived links to
the  State  of Israel,  especially  when it
moved  into  the  American  orbit,  the
invocation   of  "anti-Zionism"   as   a
weapon in the Cold War and the self-
inflicted disaster of Soviet emigration
policies.   From   this  perspective,   the
Soviet  Union  was  not  inherently  an-
tisemitic,   nor  should  its  policies  be
seen  as  some  sort  of continuation  of
late-Tsarist   hostility   to   the   Jews.
Rather,  post-war  Soviet  antiseinitism
arose from external forces complicated
by  the  regime's  incompetent  conduct
of  the   Cold   War,   of  which   the
persistent mishandli ng of the Refusnik
situation  was  a  classic  example.  Un-
able to  decide between forbidding  a//
Jewish emigration and using selective
emigration  to  cuny  favour  with  the
West, the Soviet Union swung between
hard-line  and  soft  policies,  neither  of
which  did  it  any  good.  By  accepting
the principle of partial emigration, the
Soviet  regime  made  all  Jews  into  a
potentially disloyal Fifth Column, with
all the negative consequences that such
an attitude produced.

If the negative status of soviet Jewry
was  a  post  war  and  even  more  so,  a
post-1967  phenomenon,  how  can  we
characterise  their  position  before  the
war?  I  would argue that the Jews  had
become true Soviet citizens, equal par-
ticipants  in  all   the  accomplishments
and  vicissitudes  of the  regime.  Th?y
helped  to  build   socialism   and   they
suffered as individuals when the totali-
tarian regime periodically devoured its
children. Thus, in the  1920s, Jews, like
their Ukrainian and Belorussian neigh-
bours, were permitted to develop their
own  unique  ethnic  identity,  even  it  is
was only "national in form, socialist in
content".

In   the   1930s,   with  the  demise   of
these  policies,   Jews  suffered  along
with,  no more and no less than, others
-their schools, newspapers and schol-
arty  institutes  were  closed  down, just
like those of other national minorities.

Like  other  nationalities,  Jews  paid
for  their  ethnic  development  through
the  loss  of  an  important  segment  of
their national culture -religion. Argu-

ably,  for the  Jews  this  was  a  greater
loss, given the close connection of reli-
gious   culture   as   a  component  of
national identity, a vital consideration
for  a  people  without  a  geographical
homeland. In addition, Judaism lacked
a    hierarchical    and    bureaucratic
structure,   unlike   Russian  Christian
Orthodoxy, which could provide, how-
ever  inadequately,   some   form   of
religious structure and links. Some crit-
ics - including Jewish contemporaries
-  argued  that  the  religious  life  of
Russian Jewry was already in crisis on
the eve of the Revolution, divided by
intemal  communal  tensions,  religious
disagreements and secularisation. The
point is, however, that Jewish religious
life was liquidated by force and indoc-
trination, not by any organic process of
growth and change. Soviet Jews were
thus denied the opportunity to develop
a   modern   Jewish   identity   which
integrated  some  form  of  religious
awareness,  however  symbolic,  as  in
many  Western  societies.  The  Soviet
Jew  always  had to be  "Soviet"  at the
expense of "Jewish".

I conclude with one last provocative
comment.  As  a  close  observer  of the
political scene in the late Soviet Union
and the post-Soviet period, I have been
struck by the failure of antisemitism to
serve as an effective vehicle for politi-
cat  mobilisation.  This  may  not be  the
impression  of those  who  have  had  to
endure  the  antics  of the  partisans  of
Pam!.¢f,    post-Soviet  Russia's   ultra-
nationalists,   as   well   as   the   more
hysterical elements of the "Red-Brown
coalition".  Yet,  antisemitism  has  not
been an effective political  tool  and in
some   instances   serves   to   place   its
adherents  outside  the  pale  of  legiti-
macy.  None  of the  effective  political
movements  in  contemporary  Russia
employs  antisemitism  as the principal
ingredient   of  its   political   appeal.   I
would suggest that this is the result of
the effective acculturation and assimi-
lation  of Jews  into  Soviet  society.  In
the  greater scheme  of things  Russian
Jews in particular are ``#czs%  (ours)",  a
Russian-speaking group,  imbued with
Russian   culture.   In   all   external   re-
spects,  Russian  Jews  are  invisible  as
Jews. This indeed, may be the greatest
legacy  and  final  irony  to  contemplate
on   the   80th  anniversary   of  Soviet
power I

JOHN  D.  KLIER  j.s  /Ae  C'orob  Pro/essor  a/
Modern   Jewish   History   and   Head   of  the
Department  o.i  Hebrew  and  Jewish  Studies  at
University College  London.  He is  the author Of
a  number  Of books  on  Russian  Jewish  history,
mos/  rcce#//y   Imperial  Russia's  Jewish  Ques-
tion,1855-1881   /Cclmbr!.dge,   /995J.
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From left: Rabbi David Sherman,. Mayor Of cape Town, Reverend Willian Bantam; Archbishop Desmond Tutu; Rabbi
Dana Evan Kaplan; the Archbishop 's Chaplain, Reverend Wilma Jakobsen; Harold SandakLewin, fiormer President
Of Tenple Israel.

WHY DO JEWS FOCUS 0N
CRIME AND CAR-TACKING?

Dana Evan Kaplan

WEN I FIRST ARRIVED IN
)outh   Africa   to   serve   a
leform   congregation   in

Cape Town, I joked that I had expected
elephants - and maybe lions,  too - to
be  wandering  in  the  streets.  Much  to
my    surprise,     people    responded
seriously,  gently  telling  me  that  that
was not possible in the city and I would
have to go to a national park or private
games   lodge   to   find   wild   animals
wandering  around.  Apparently,  many
foreign  tourists  make  this  comment,
and  locals  believe  that  we  seriously
expect  to  find  a  much  less  civilised
setting  than  actually  exists.  I  stopped
making the joke.

Serving a Jewish community in South
Affica over the past three years has been
unique -especially since the  elections
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of April  1994,  when  the  `New  South
Africa' was still in its teething phase. I
found  the  new,  open  political  atmos-
phere exhilarating. The old repression
was gone and liberality was ascendant.
President Nelson  Mandela was a uni-
versally admired leader and yet a man
who could admit to being human  and
vulnerable, as well as noble and virtu-
ous.  The  `Rainbow Nation'  seemed to
be on its way to fulfimng all its poten-
tial.

There  were  still  outsize  problems.
Apartheid  had  left  a  horrible  legacy
not only of injustice but of poverty.  It
would take decades to rectify some of
the   worst  cases   of  living  only  just
above minimum subsistence level.

But the black people that I met were
extremely conciliatory. Rather than the

hostility I expected as a white person,
the   vast   majority   of  blacks   were
friendly,  even  before  they  heard  my
American accent.  Growing up in New
York  I  had  experienced  many  blacks
as hostile and as viewing me as part of
an  antagonistic  group.   But  in  South
Africa I  found a generosity and a for-
giveness that truly touched me.

Maybe  I  only  saw  part  of the  pic-
ture,  but the  spirit of reconciliation  in
South  Africa  is  real.  The  Truth  and
Reconciliation Commission chaired by
Archbishop    Desmond    Tutu    and
Dr  Alex   Borraine   has   successfully
exposed the crimes of Apartheid, while
at the same time building a culture of
forgiveness.

For a foreigner who had been bom-
barded  with  scenes  of  racial  tension
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Life f;or the people Of the Rainbow Nation appears
blessed with an understanding Of what has passed
and a determination to succeed in building a new
nation together.
and  violence   during  the   Apartheid
years  -  and  had  witnessed  the  fear,
hate and distrust of black people even
by white Americans - day-to-day life
in South Africa is a miracle. Although
the  country  can  hardly  claim  to  have
purged itself of all the ills of enforced
segregation - and the  anxiety,  horror
and paranoia which accompanies such
social injustice -life for the people of
the  Rainbow  Nation  appears  blessed
with  an  understanding  of  what  has
passed and a determination to succeed
in building a new nation together.

Yet  the  Jewish   community   was
strangely untouched by this process of
healing and renewal. Many whites, and
particularly`Jews,  still  feel  extremely
threateried. While concerns about vio-
lence are deep and legitimate, there is
also an element of hysteria. Part of this
is  due  to  the  circulation  of fabricated
stories which have become firmly en-
trenched as urban myths, as well as to
exaggerated  details  of actual  crimes.
The transformation has been traumatic
for South African Jews. Used to a quiet
life of `false' security and stability un-
der  Apartheid,  many  have  had  great
difficulty in adjusting psychologically
to the social changes around them. Ac-
cepting blacks  as equals has been the
least  problematic  aspect  of the  trans-
formation.   Most  Jews  avoided  overt
racism even at the height of the Apart-
heid horror, and so it has not required a
great leap to the rhetoric required in a
non-discriminatory,  social  democratic
society.

South  African  Jews .are,  neverthe-
less,   a   highly   traumatised   people.
Despite  a  smooth  transition  to  black
majority rule, they suffer the after-ef-
fects  of a complete  reversal  of values
and expectations. The `good' guys are
now the `bad' guys, and the `bad' guys
are  now  running  the  government  and
ruling the country. The many changes
that have occurred and the expectation
of even greater change are difficult to
accept  for  many  individuals.  In  addi-

tion,  life  in  the  New  South  Africa  is
much more difficult than it was 20 or
25 years ago.

If Judalsm  is  to  remain  relevant  in
this country,  South African Jews must
begin to redefine both Jewish doctrine
and ritual behaviour in terms of modem
thought.  If Jews wish to keep Judaism
relevant, we must broaden .the scope of
Jewish thought to include much of what
has been written on freedom and libera-
tion from the point of view of Apartheid
and other modem movements.

South African Jews need to grapple
with the social, economic and political
issues facing this country and then for-
mulate a meaningful spiritual response
to  the  South  African  reality.  We  are
privileged  to  live  in  an  extraordinary
time,  one  in  which  we  have  seen  a
relatively  peaceful   transition   to   a
democratically  elected  government.
Jews  must  embrace  this  commitment
to a non-racial  and non-sexist society,
but  we  must  embrace  it  not  only  as
citizens,   but  through   our  Judaism.
Judaism has many profound teachings
about the equality of all, and we must
convey  the  teachings  of Judaism  on
racial equality to all South Africans.

Sadly Jewish continuity was broken
during  the  Apartheid  years.  Many  of
the age group which  is  `middle-aged'
today  left  the  country  -  particularly
after the 1976 upheaval - and for many
of the  idealists,  much  of the  energy
which  would  have  normally  been  fo-
cused  on  the  synagogue  went  into
politics. For the more practical, the en-
ergy   was   displaced   into   a   frantic
attempt  to  accumulate  dollars  in  an
overseas bank account. As a result, the
great  covenant  that  the  Jews  shared
with  God  seemed  to  lose  its  grip;  its
purpose  -  which   is   so   central   to
Judaism  -  was  forgotten  in  a  world
which needed it more than ever.

In the New South Africa the Jewish
community still takes a different look
at the modemity with which it is faced.
Although there are many signs of eco-

The `good' guys are now the `bad' guys, and the
`bad' guys are now rurming the government and

ruling the country.
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nomic  growth  and  political  stability,
Jews still  focus on the negative - the
caljackings, the lower standard of edu-
cation,   the  rising   crime   rate,   the
difficulty of finding  employment due
to "affimative" action. Yet, despite the
current of insecurity, most South Afri-
can Jews believe that there may well
be a future for them in South Africa.

At the same time, much of the gen-
eral  South  African public  accepts  the
need  for  catharsis  and  renewal.  The
leadership of the Truth and Reconcili-
ation Commission has  been  entrusted
to  Nobel   Prize  winner  Archbishop
Desmond  Tutu,  a  Christian  thinker
who  is  known  throughout  the  world
for  his   religious   response   to   the
Apartheid  evil.  Jews  in  South  Africa
admire  him  for his  achievement,  and
this was clear when Archbishop Tutu
joined in worship at the congregation
of Temple Israel in Green Point, Cape
Town,  on  15  December  1995  and ad-
dressed the congregation. ._

The Archbishop has for many years
been  the  focus  of  hope  for  racial
justice in South Africa. Since his ordi-
nation in 1961, he has been the leading
voice of reason, compassion and faith
during the dark years of Apartheid op-
pression. As President of the All Africa
Conference of Churches, and its many
other roles, the Archbishop has been a
defender of human rights  not only in
this  country but throughout the conti-
nent. He has spoken extensively about
the  country's  need to  undergo  a  spir-
itual  process  of reconciliation  which
transcends  political   agreements  and
changing economic patterns.

Throughout his years of campaign-
ing  for  a  free  and  peaceful   South
Africa, Bishop Tutu addressed legisla-
tors,   decision-makers,   the   media,
politicians and presidents, and did not
hesitate  to  make  his  aim  of a  demo-
cratic  South  Africa  clear.  Despite  his
anger, he also had a humorous, almost
mischievous, side which distinguished
him  from  the  run-of-the-mill  lobbyist
appealing for help.

The   Archbishop   and   President
Mandela have taught by example.  It is
their  humble  leadership  that  will  in-
spire   South  African  Jews  and  their
compatriots  to  face  the  challenging
new  era  together and  to  celebrate  the
miracle   of  freedom   which   is   now
theirs I

RABBI   DR   DANA   EVAN   KAPLAN   i.s  ¢
graduate   Of  Yeshiva,   New  York  State,   New
Hampshire  and  Tel  Aviv  Universities.  He  re-
ceived   sem.ikhah  from   the   Hebrew   Union
College  in  Jerusalem  and  is  currently  serving
as  Rabbi  Of Temple  Israel,  Green  Point.  Cape
Town.
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large  concrete  edifice  looking  like  a
curving  bunch  of flowers  and  rather
incongruously, a steam locomotive and
some  goods  wagons.  Otherwise,  just
some scrub.

This is the site of Jasenovac Camp,
the      largest      killing      camp      in
Croatia.    Jasenovac    (pronounced
"YasENNovatz")  is  a  village  on  the

river  Sava.  The  river  now  forms  the
border with  Bosnia-Herzegovina.  The
houses  are  almost  all  destroyed  and
riddled   with   bullet   holes,   the   walls
pock-marked and crumbling, the win-
dows  gaping.  Here  and  there,  people
have started to rebuild a few, the new
red bricks standing out form the grimy
older ones. The bridge across the Sava
stands   one   span   drunkenly  hanging
downwards  into  the  water.  The ``Sava
Hotel"  is  a  ruin.  This  area  was  occu-

pied   by   the   Yugoslav   Army   and
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Walter Rothschild

Serbian  Croats  and  was  a  scene  of
much conflict in the period  1991 -1995
- proving,  if proof were  needed,  that
the  human  race  shows  little  sign  of
learning  from  its  experiences  of  the
past.  And Jasenovac  is  a place  with  a
past.

During the period of the "Independ-
ent State of croatia" from 1941 to 1945
innumerable people were brought here
to be exterminated, not in the scientific
ways  used by the Nazis but with ran-
dom   brutality   and   vicious   cruelty.
Socialists and Communists, Roma and
Jews.  By the trainload they came and
were   unloaded,   not   at  the   present
Jasenovac station, recently reopened to
a  sparse diesel-hauled passenger serv-
ice   linking  Novska   with   Sisak  and
visible  from  the  camp,  but  at  a  halt
near the river viaduct, from where they

were  marched  the  five  kilometres  to
the   camp.   Starvation,   disease   and
exhaustion saw the end of many - but
one of the hallmarks of this camp was
the        "Jasenovac        knife",        the
"Brcrs/cf/e#messer",   a  curved  blade

strapped  to  the  wrist,  and  which  the
Ustashi   guards   could   not   only   kill
whom they wished, but also gouge out
the  eyes  of  the  living...   Many  were
beaten  to  death,  one  guard  carried  a
special  sabre  for beheading  people  if
he so wished.

There was a small  museum and ex-
hibition  centre  here but now  only  the
derelict  buildings  remain.   There  are
plans  to  restore  the  exhibition,  repair
the  memorial.   But  during  the  recent
war much  documentation  was  lost.  A
path  reaches  along  the  riverside  em-
bankment  from  the  car  park  and  a
wooden path branches off towards the
concrete   memorial.   But  despite   the
presence of a bronze plaque indicating

Continued on next page



the  sites  of some  of the  blocks,  it  is
hard,  indeed  impossible,  to  orientate
oneself. The memorial train, compris-
ing a former Serbian 2-6-0 locomotive
and  five   goods   vans,   stands   on  a
section of track alongside the embank-
ment and has also suffered during the
recent  war,  one  of the  wagons  being
little more than  a bare  frame,  and the
side  of the  locomotive  that  faced  the
river and the gunfire remains damaged.

Most  of the  Jews  of Croatia  came
this way and any member of the Zagreb
community  whom  one  asks  will  tell
one that they lost various members of
their  families  here.   Yet  the  place  is
little-known outside the country, com-
pared  to  the   famous  and  infamous
camps  in  Germany  and  Poland.  The
Camp  Commandant  Dinko  Sakic  es-
caped after the war.  He is still alive in
Argentina. In a recent newspaper inter-
view he expressed no regrets for what
had been  done,  claiming  all  had been
"legal", all deaths "natural". The Presi-

dent of Croatia, Franjo Tudjeman, has
caused  a  major  furore  by  suggesting
that  at  a  future  memorial  the  remains
of some of the victims should be bur-
ied together with those of some of the
Ustashi  perpetrators.  In the  new inde-

pendent   nationalist  state   of  Croatia
much effort is being made to rehabili-
tate the  Ustashi,  who are portrayed as
anti-Communist nationalists...

In  these  circumstances  it  is  impor-
tant    that    those    concerned    with
anti-fascist work should keep alive the
memories  of  what  was  done  in  the
name of this former Croatian state. On
April  20th,1997, the annual memorial

pilgrimage   took   place,   the   Sunday
nearest   to   the   date   of  the   camp's
liberation  in  1945.  It  was  my  first  op-

portunity to take part.
Several   hundred  people  attended.

Many  were  now  elderly.  A  bus-load
came from the Zagreb Jewish commu-
nity  and  Jewish  representatives  from
Sarajevo  and  other  cities  also  came.
Yechiel   Bar-Chaim  of  the  American
Joint   Distribution   Committee,   "The
Joint",laid a wreath on behalf of Jew-
ish   victims   and   Dr.   Ognen   Kraus,
President  of  the   Community   spoke.
Delegations   came   from   many   local

groups   of   camp   survivors,   from
branches  of anti-fascist  organisations,
from Slovenia and Bosnia too.  Several
cabinet  officials  arrived  by  helicopter
from Zagreb, accompanied by a guard
of honour of soldiers  dressed in  what
can  only  be  described  as  Ruritainian
uniforms   from   "The   Prisoner   of
Zenda".  In  addition  to  speeches  from
political   leaders   and   representatives
from  the  veterans'  organisations,  and

There is one recent plaque, to the memory Of

freedom-fighters who were incarcerated here,
but no memorial to the Jewish victims. So we

gathered in one Of the corridors and recited
RTfrddish once again, bef ore leaving a small
wreath on a window ledge.

the Jewish community, several wreaths
were laid.

Following. this came prayers -from
a  Catholic  priest,  an  Orthodox  priest,
myself representing  the  Jewish  com-
munity, and a local Muslim imam. Not
being  fluent  in  Croatian,  I  sang  "E/
Malch  Rachamim"  a.nd re;nd  Kaddish,
and a young girl  from the community
read a Croatian translation of a Holo-
caust memorial Prayer from the RSGB
Siddur. The choir of the Zagreb com-
munity then sang the "Partisan Lied",
"Zog #j./ fag)/#"or' and other appropri-

ate songs to round off the ceremonies.
The  protocol   had  demanded   short
contributions from the many delegates
and a strict timetable had to be adhered
to. All went well -as well as it can, at a
time  and place  of such  emotion.  One
person,   a   survivor,   told   me   how
remarkable he found it that, fifty years
on,  a Jewish  choir  should  be  singing
the Partisan Song here, of all places...

But there was more to come. Several
kilometres   to   the   east,   also   on   the
Sava  river,  lie  the  towns  of Bosanski
Gradiska  and  Stara  Gradiska  -  some
12  kin.  south  of Okucani.  One  heads
south  from  the  motorway,  through  a
semi-demolished village -Novi Varos
-  and  across  a  blown,  concrete  road
bridge,     on     a     dusty     diversion
embankment. The road bridge has been
replaced by a  Bailey  span  and is  used
as an IFOR access point to Bosnia, but
the  two  parts  of the  town  now  have
little to do with each other.

Stara  Gradiska,  `Old  Fortress',  was
long infamous in Croatia as the site of
a large prison for political dissidents -
before,   during  and  after  the  war.   It
remained in  use  until  the  1980s -one
never knows when a prison for politi-
cal   dissidents  might  come  in  handy.
Many Jews were also brought here, to
be worked before being transported on
to Jasenovac.

It had been arranged that we would
lay a wreath  here as  well.  The prison
area  comprises  a  large  centuries-old
wall  with  bricked-up  gateway  -  the

road  passes  round  the  side  of a  large
courtyard, a sort of barrack square ex-
cept  that  there   are  trees  growing,
incongruously laden with sweet-smell-
ing    blossom    and    singing    birds.
Remains of the walls and towers hint at
the  former  enclosed   nature  of  this
semi-ruined area. An active police sta-
tion now occupies what were probably
formerly barracks and one of the men
came out to open the gates for us. They
led to a separate enclosure, with thick
walls and barred windows,  now dank
and  empty  and  echoing.  Long  corri-
dors stretched left and right, with cells
leading off each, used so recently that
some of the pin-ups pasted to the walls
were from contemporary colour maga-
zines. The courtyard is also becoming
overgrown,   an  industrial   installation
adjacent  lies   rusting.   There   is   one
recent plaque, to the memory of free-
dom-fighters  who  were  incarcerated
here,  but  no  memorial  to  the  Jewish
victims.  So  we gathered  in  one  of the
corridors   and   recited    Kczdd;.sA   once
again,  before  leaving  a  small  wreath
on a window ledge.

There  was  little  more  to  be   said.
Many of those climbing back onto the
bus had their own memories. One told
me  how  he  had  been  lucky.  He  was
called to the first transport. There had
been too  many for the  available  wag-
ons, and some, including him, had been
sent  back.  But  all  his  father's  family
had perished at Jasenovac.

On  the  drive back  to  Zagreb,  it be-
gan to  rain.  We arrived back in a grey
drizzle. It suited the mood.  Back at the
river,  the  sodden  field  lies  still,  little
visited,  with  little  to  tell  anyone  how
much blood was spilt, how many bod-
ies laid in the mud, how much pain .

RABBI  WALTER  ROTHSCHILD  wcrJ bor/i
in  Bradford  and  educated  at  Fitzwllliam  Col-
lege,  Cambridge  and  the  Leo  Baeck  College.
Formerly  rabbi  Of  Sinai  Synagogue  Leeds,  he
takes up an appointment as rabbi to the Jewish
community   on   the   island   of  Aruba,   near
Curacao,  in  August  ]997.
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HEBREW SHORT STORIES
by Glenda Abramson,

Oxford University Press,
Oxford,1996,

pp412, hard back, £17.99.

R GHT,  THAT'S   IT.  THAT'S
as much as I can take. I've read
straight  through  to  page  317

and  I'm  sorry  about  the  nine  stories
remaining that  I  doubt I  shall  ever get
to  or  through.   I've  done  my  whack.
Books are forp/eczsc/rc.  I quit.

Pause for reflection.
Hm.   I   have  to  recognise  that  the

Oxford  imprint  wouldn't  have  pro-
duced this anthology if it hadn't been
greatly to some people's taste. Glenda
Abramson has gone to a great deal of
trouble to choose and edit it. As a mat-
ter of fact her intro is the best thing in
the book at least up till  page  317.  But
surely I  shouldn't enjoy reading about
Hebrew fiction writing more than read-
ing  it?  The  story  of its  development
from  the  Enlightenment  to  the  huge
efflorescence   in   the   period   since
Hebrew revived as a secular language
was thrilling. I was led to hope that she
would  choose  a  wonderful  collection
to be worthy of her introduction.

I   then  set  off  on  my  odyssey  of
gloom,  literary  conundrum  and  mis-
ery, a collection of what I can only call
uncompromising and often impenetra-
ble  pieces  of writing.  Must hard  lives
breed   hard-to-read   stories?   I   didn't
expect  a  barrel   of  laughs,  although
surely just  one  or two  wouldn't  have
hurt.  After all, Jewish writers, writing
other than in Hebrew, have not exactly
eschewed  humour.  But  the  worst  are
not the stories from the Diaspora where
the  Jews  had  such  a  tough  time.  It  is
tragic but true that the ones by Israelis
are more full  of confusion and aliena-
tion.  This  must  mean  something,  and
at my lowest moments about the  way
things  have  turned  out in  Israel,  I  can
guess what.

Meanwhile,   never  mind  the  back-
ground, feel t.he narrative. Are many of
these even classified as stories?

I've always understood that a short
story,  unlike  a  novel,  has  to  hook  the
reader early on and then hold him. The
reader who embarks on a short story is
not in the same psychological frame of
mind  as  one  who  opens  a  novel.  Her
patience is not primed to sustain a long
or rambling piece of prose. I won't say
she is geared only for something short
and  snappy,  but  she  certainly  doesn't
expect to  get bogged down  in  digres-
sion and diversions and introspections
and   endless,   ponderous,   irrelevant
descriptions.  The  author can't  reason-
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Many Of these writers
write as if they were

"stoned" . When stoned,

the brain becomes
dislocated
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STONED

0N A RAMBLE

Lyrme Reid Banks

ably  afford  to  indulge  him/herself as
he/she  can  when  writing  a  novel,  but
must keep the thing moving along.

What  is  the  test  of a  good  story?
Well,   I   found  out  one,   reading  this
book,  that  I'm  afraid  I  must  claim  as
infallible.  If you  find yourself irresist-
ibly looking at the page number to see
how many you've  read  since  you  last
looked,  the  writer  has  failed  you.   It
may be the most wonderful  writing in
the  world,  and  there  is  some  undeni-
ably   good   writing   here.   But   good
writing is wasted on a bad short story.

For  instance,  take  the  story by  my
good friend Amos Oz. This is basically
about  some  people  who  are  about  to
become markfeafo#j.in, i n-laws. The plot
js far too complicated to relate here -I
always thought you  should be able  to
piecis a short story's plot in one brief
paragraph - but it hinges on the  rela-
tionship  between  the   mother  of  the
bride and the  father of the groom,  al-
though  in  the  story  they  never  meet.
The  groom-to-be,  during  a  protracted
walk       through       the       Jerusalem
night-streets,  is  seduced,  or  possibly
murdered,  one  never finds out, by his

future mother-in-law. Well, you might
say, that sounds interesting and excit-
ing enough, and so it should be, except
that  the  thread  is  so  lost  in  verbiage
and tangential writing that every time
one   becomes   interested   in   what's
happening  one  is  balked  of one's  le-
gitimate literary prey, i.e. some kind of
clarity of line or resolution.

I  was  expecting  something  special
from Yehudah Amichai, whose poetry
truly speaks to me. His story was virtu-
ally unreadable. I tried it on my Jewish
husband, a far higher brow than mine,
who after two pages flung it aside and
said, "This is absolute rubbish." Harsh?
Possibly. It may well be glorious prose-

poetry.  A  story,  it  ain't.  If you  don't
believe me, try this:

"The wind knocked at the door, and

we pushed the furniture aside (typical,
this.   Wky  did  they  push  the  furniture
aside?). I extended a hand to the wind
to guide it, but it hit Tirzah's face, and
her black  hat  was  blown  askew.  She
was wearing those black pants fastened
up  (fastened  up?),  the  kind  that  girls
wear on cold days of merry loving.  (I
swear  to  you  -   merry  /ovj.#g).  Now
black is no longer the colour of mourn-
ing:  it  is  transparent;  through  it  you
can  see  cities  and  people  -  every-
thing..." And so on,  and on.  This is to
me bad sforjJ-Ze//z.ng because as far as I
can see, he's not bothered about telling
a tale anyway, he's off with the fairies.

Many  of these  writers  write  as  if
they were "stoned".  When stoned, the
brain becomes  dislocated,  there  is  no
continuity,   nothing  follows   directly
from anything else, there is a sense of
alienation  from  reality.  Most of them
don't seem to contemplate an eventual
reader to whom they are trying to com-
municate,  in a gripping  way,  a  single
incident with all its ramifications -sup-
posedly  a  definition  of a  short,  story.
Not  at  all.  What  they  appear  to  be
doing  is  letting their minds  wander at
will.   They  are   plumbing  their  own
depths,  and  those  depths  are  full  of
strangeness and dislocation.

Aaron  Applefield's  post-Holocaust
story of three children emerging from
a bunker into a mined world intrigued
me  till  they  met  a  witch  who  unac-
countably steals one of them and there
we were, once again, in Grimms-ville:
Hansel  and  Gretel.   A.B.  Yehoshua's
bizarre tale of soldiers out in the desert
under a commander who sleeps all day,
and  another who  drives  and  marches
and  drills  them  nearly  to  death,  puz-
zled  and  ultimately  lost  me.  Yaakov
Shabtai's disjointed tale of a son's visit
to his dead father's aged friends ended

Continued on next page



in  the  middle,  and  I  was  grateful  for
its brevity -so many of them ramble on
until they seem half-way to novelladom.

Didn't  I  like  any  of  them?  Well,
Shulamith  Areven's  long,  discursive
story  about  her kitchen  chairs,  told in
the first person, did hold me, with some
effort -I was getting bloody-minded by
then, determi ned not to be licked -but it
was not untinged by the general weird-
ness. Her people are strange to me, they
don't talk or act, or react, like real peo-
ple.  If I  hadn't lived in  Israel  I  might
well  wonder  if  Israelis  tend  to  have
some of their wires crossed, like a cat I
once  had,  who  clawed  if you  stroked
him and purred when he was angry.

Few of these authors appear ever to
have  read,  or cared to lean  from,  the
great short-story writers of the past, like
Maugham,  Saki,  Katherine  Mansfield.
It may be argued that those old-timers
with their straightforward, pleasure-giv-
ing stories are entirely pass6, part of a
simplistic era reflecting a shallow,  un-
committed,  almost soulless -certainly
not soul-searching or soul-shaken -so-
cjety,      that      their      tales      were
pleasure-giving  because  that's  all  the
readership demanded, or all the writers
were  capable  of.  Lacking  "depth"  in
other  words,  and  thus  possibly  to  the
likes  of these  Jewish  writers,  steeped,

some might say in wallowing,  in their
own     suffering     and     confusions,
dismissable.

But  it  would  be  a  cardinal  error to
sniff  at  unashamedly  gripping  linear
narratives with strong, accessible plot-
tihg and style,  as somehow inferior to
what we find in this collection. I would
argue that many of the writings in this
volume  are  formless,  sprawling,  self-
indulgent-undisciplined.Unlikemusic
or painting, which can afford to be ab-
stract, because it merely washes the eye
and ear,  a  story must be  sat down to,
perused              with              undivided
attention, followed closely in the imagi-
nation. There's no other way to take it
in, much less. enjoy it. And writers ought
to remember that, and not get.so carried
away with their own verbosity and ex-
quisite,   if  meandering,   descriptive
powers that they endrely lose track  of
what they're supposed to be doing.

-Which is writing a tale that leads us
on from page to page, lost to the world
around us, dying to know what will hap-
pen,   identifying   with   the   people,
believing  in  them,  empathising  with
them, hardly aware of the subtle cra/ts-
ma#sfe;.p that works up to a climax and
ties in the threads at the end, leaving us
entertalned,  enlightened,  satisfied  and
moved. It's perfectly possible to write,
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within these parameters, a story that re-
flects   one's  times,   one's   political
convictions,  one's  devotion  to  one's
city, one's people's agonies. Even one' s
confusions. It can be done.

I once went to a concert with a friend.
rr6s ava#/ grtczrJe. The choir stood in a
circle on-stage and sang across it. You
couldn't hear them  properly  and  none
of them looked at the audience. At the
end, my ffiend turned to me, angry and
bewildered, and asked,

"Why don't they sing to me?"

Now please excuse me. I'm off to re-
rcald The Alien Corn.

P.S.  Much  later.  After    7lfee  4/;.e#
Cor#,  which though written by a  go);
was  all  about  Jews  and  gripped  like
Superglue,  my  conscience  smote  me
and  I  read  another  story  from  the
collection. I was rewarded. I really en-
joyed   it.   It's   "Talitha   Kumi"   by
Yitzkhak  Orpaz.   Delightful.   Subtle.
Absorbing. And best of all -wow!  It's
funny 1

LYNNE  REID  BANKS  j.s  o#e  o/ BrJ./c!j.#'s
leading  writers,   novelists   and   authors   Of
chlldren's  books.   Married   lo   the   sculptor
Chaim  Stephenson  and  a  regular  contributor
to MANNA. her latest book, `Broken Bridge' , a
sequel to `One More River. , was published last
year.
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Nofatirfe##Sife

Viv Bellos

THE    MAIN    DIFFERENCE
between   music   of  orthodox
and  progressive  synagogues  in

this country is the absence in the latter
of   #wscrcfe   and    c%czzzc!##f,   cantorial
singing.   The   birth   of  the   reform
movement  in  Germany  in  the  early
19th century saw a conscious decision
by  the  lay  readers to  abolish the role
of the c%czzzan, cantor. Although most
moderate reformers then reintroduced
the    cfeczzzcz#,   in   this   country   Alyth
Gardens, Edgware and Finchley are the
only  reform  synagogues  ever to  have
employed   a    cfec!zzcz#.   Within   the
movement there are many soloists who
sing  the   solos  usually  taken  by  the
cfeozzcz#.  But the true  art of cfeozzcz##/
is  mostly lost to  our movement.  In its

place there is a much greater emphasis
on choral and congregational  singing.

A  close  look  at  the  music  of  the
average  Reform  synagogue  shows  a
wide  range  of choral  music  spanning
four  hundred   years.   We   start   with
Salamone  di  Rossi  (cl570-cl630)  not
widely sung in the movement but cer-
tainly popular with South West Essex,
Ilford  and  occasionally  in  Alyth  Gar-
dens.   In   Italy,   in   the   16th   and   17th
century,  Renaissance  music  found  its
Jewish exponent jn Salamone di Rossi,
musician  at  the  court  of Mantua.  He
was so highly regarded by .the Duke of
Mantua  that  he  was  allowed  to  dis-

pense  with  the  yellow  badge  that  all
Jews were required to wear. Although
Rossi  was primarily a court Composer
writing  canzonets,  madrigals  and  in-
strumental   music   in   the   style   of
Palestrina  and  Monteverdi,   he   also
chose to write music for the synagogue.
Leon  of  Modena,  the  great  Jewish
scholar,   had   organised   a   choir   in
Ferrarra  of about eight voices to  sing
in  harmony,   an  innovation  that  at-
tracted great opposition. But it opened
the    way    for   Rossi    to    compose
synagogue music similar in style to his
secular  music.   The   collection   was
ca,Aled   Hashirim  Asher  Lishlomo, the
Songs of Solomon  and was published
in  1622. The songs were not in use for
long  because  in   1630,   Mantua  was
captured by Ferdinand 11  and the Jews
were expelled from the city. But these
compositions   did   begin   the   choral
tradition        that        developed        in
communities  in  central  Europe  in  the
17th and  18th centuries.

The general awakening to harmonic
music   saw   the   emergence   of  the
synagogue choir and by the beginning
of  the   18th   century   nearly   every
synagogue from Prague to Amsterdam
had a small  choir. This innovation did
have  its  severe  critics.  Through  the
whole history of Jewish music we  see
resistance to  change alongside contin-
ued musical growth and development.

Salomon Sulzer created a cult among other cantors
Of the time and impressed many Of the contemporary
composers, inchading Meyerbeer, Schunarm, and
even Liszt. He was a close friend Of Schubert's
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The  reform  movement in Germany
grew out of a need to reflect the gen-
eral   mood  of  emancipation  brought
about by the Enlightenment in Europe.
The new community in Vienna, capital
of the Habsburg Empire, established in
1790,  wished  to  introduce  a  refomi
service but the maj.ority of the congre-
gation  were  rooted  in  tradition  and
compromises had to be made.  One of
them was the engagement of a chazan,
one  Salomon Sulzer, a musical  genius
who  revolutionised  synagogue  music
and  whose  influence  is  still  heard  in
our services today.

Sulzer tried to C.cleanse the ancient
and dignified tunes from the later ac-
cretions Of tasteless embellishments , to
bring them back to the original purity
and to reconstruct them in accordance
withthetextandtherulesOfharmor[y".
Sulzer   himself  had   a   phenomenal
tenor-baritone voice and fiery tempera-
ment.  He  created  a  cult  among  other
cantors  of  the  time   and  impressed
many of the contemporary composers,
including  Meyerbeer,  Schumann,  and
even  Liszt.  He  was  a  close  friend  of
Schubert's  who  contributed  a  setting
of roy I 'feodof,  Psalm 92, to Sulzer's
monumental opus Scfej.r a.o# published
between   1838  and   1865.   Sulzer  cre-
ated a dignity in synagogue rrmsic and
a  model  for  Jewish  ritual  that  is  still
followed today.

But  the  most  popular composer  of
music  used in our movement must be
Louis  Lewendowski.  He  was  born  in
Posen,  then  German  now  Polish,  and
moved to  Berlin  as  a  young  man.  He
was the first person to be appointed as
choirmaster  in  a   synagogue.   In   his
choral  writing  Lewandowski  mirrors
the  style  of classical  compositions  of
the time and he continues to be known
as  the   `Jewish  Mendelssohn'.   In  his
solo  items  his genius  is at its  greatest
especially  in  his  pieces  for  the  High
Holy  Days,  many  of which  are  sung
throughout  the   movement.   In   1864
a  new  2000-seat synagogue was built
in  the   Oranienburgestrasse.   It  was
equipped with an  organ and this gave
Lewandowski  the  opportunity  to  de-
vise  a  complete   service  with   organ
accompaniment  for  a  reform  prayer
book  edited  by  Abraham  Geiger  and
Manuel Joel.

Lewandowski and Sulzer entered the
repertoire  of  Reform  synagogues  in
this  country with the  arrival  of Rabbi
Werner  van  der  Zyl  from  Germany,
when  he  took up  the  post of rabbi  of
the North Western Reform Synagogue,
Alyth Gardens in  1943.  Rabbi Van der
Zyl   brought   with   him   a   relaxed

Continued on next page
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approach to synagogue music, encour-
aging  the  congregation  to  participate
rather than listen. At the West London
Synagogue, Upper Berkeley Street, the
tradition was different. The first organ-
ist,   Dr  C.G.   Verrinder,  joined  the
synagogue  in  1855  and  during  his  49

years  service  he  compiled  6  volumes
of  choral   music   for  West  London,
much of which is  still  in use through-
out the movement. These six volumes
became an important resource for later
communities.   Not   a   Jew   himself,
Jewish   music   nevertheless   became
Verrjnder's   absorbing   passion.   He
learnt Hebrew to enable him to follow
the  service  and  help  in  his  composi-
tions.   Verrinder  had  an   overriding
influence  on  the  music  of the  move-
ment. There are several prayers in our
liturgy where his are the only settings
available.  His  sethng  of   Esscr  Ej.#aj.,
Psalm   12],   sung  throughout  British
Jewry,  also  had  the  honour  of being
included in the third edition of the so-
cal]ed Blue Book, The Voice of prayer
and   Praise,   the   music   book   of  the
United  Synagogues  of Great  Britain.
Verrinder  researched  a  great  deal  of
authentic  Jewish  chant  and  arranged
many  of these  for  organ  accompani-
ment  such  as  the  prayers  during  the
final  section  of the  #ej./cr%  service  on
Yom   K.ippur.   The   influence  of  the
church is also apparent in much of his
music and this tradition was continued
by other organists and choir leaders at
West  London  until  well  into  the  20th
century.

At  one  point  West  London  consid-
ered  introducing  a  cantor.   This  was
rejected despite some feeling that "the
very  artistry  of  the  choir  causes  the
congregation  to  be  struck  dumb  and
converts  the  service  into  a  perform-
ance", a view that is still held by many
congregants within the movement.

Because   West   London   had  many
members  from   Bevis   Marks,   some
Sephardi settings have remained in the
Reform  repertoire.  The Ac7o#  O/czm of
David de Sola, the Ez./ IVorcz sung at the
beginning  of  #ez./aft  on  Yoin  Kippur
and the  So#g  o/Moses  based  on  the
Bendigamos  melody  sung  on  the  last
day of Pesach are prominent examples.

One  of the  only  Jewish  composers
to have written liturgical  music exclu-
sively for the West London synagogue
was   Charles   Kensington   Salaman,
1814-1901, pianist, composer and con-
ductor who studied in Paris and was a
founder  of  the   Musical   Society   of
London.   His  most  famous  composi-
tions for the synagogue are two pieces
for  the  wedding   service,   Psalm   loo
Hariu and Psi\lm 84, Mah Yedidot, and
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his   setting   of  Psalm   103    BorecAJ.
IVcz/sfe;..   Many  of  Salaman's   settings
appear in the six volumes arranged by
Verrinder.  Verrinder died in  1904 but
his  remarkable  influence  was  to  per-
vade the whole movement for several
more   decades.   In  the   early   1950s
Joseph  Sussman  became  choirmaster
at Alyth Gardens and apart from devel-
oping  a  very  high  standard  of music
sung with the  services,  he  also  wrote
several  pieces  for the  synagogue.  His
setting of IV;.s%mcz/ is famous through-
out the movement.

Another  popular  composer  in  our

Louts Lewandowski
( 1821 -1894)

movement  is  Israel  Mombach,1813-
1880.   Born  in  Pfungstadt,   Germany,
he  studied  in  England  and  remained
for  the  rest  of his  life.  He  became  a
chorister  with  Simon  Ascher  of  the
Great Synagogue, Duke's Place, where
he   later  became  choir  director  and
served  for  52  years.   His  music  was
widely  used  in  the  Ashkenazi   syna-
gogues in  England and most of it is a
blend of German and English popular
song and noted for its strong marching
rhythms.

Let me now turn to the modern com-
posers,   those   American   composers
who  write  in  a  style  that seems  to  be
universally popular but which appears
to  be  firmly  rooted  in  sixties  popular
music.   I   refer  of  course  to   Debbie
Friedman, Jeff Klepper and others who
write songs that are perfect for young
people and which appeal on a spiritual

level  to  many  adults  as  well.  These
songs have entered the repertoire with
little    opposition    and    yet    other
established  contemporary  composers
feel it pointless writing for synagogues
because  of the  antagonism  towards
"new" music.

The Refomi Movement over the last
ten years has commissioned composi-
tions from leading Jewish composers.
They  include  the  following:   Sfecrcfeor
Av4rkes*chcr by Steven Glass for Alyth
Gardens,   B/essj.#gr,  a  setting  of the
Torah service, by Wilfred Josephs for
the   Jubilee   service   of  the   same
synagogue  in   1983,    A4cdJ.Za/z.o#s  by
Malcolm  Singer and a composition of
the  same  name  by  Ernest  Kaye  for
Rabbi  Hugo Gryn's  memorial  service
in  December  1996,  and  most  notably
Psalm   122,    Samcrcfef;.   by   Malcolm
Singer,  written for the Jubilee  service
of the RSGB in 1992. Choir]eaders and
organists  in the  movement  have  over
the  years  also  written  pieces  which
generally stay within the congregation
for  which  they  were  composed,  but
some  have  found  their  way  to  other
communities.

There  remains  a  certain  difference
between  the  ethos  of  the  movement
and   the   reality   of  practice   in   its
constituent   synagogues.   Those   in-
volved in music in the movement wish
wholeheartedly  not only to  utilise the
great wealth of music  already part of
our  heritage  but  also  to  encourage
current composers to create a new and
exciting     repertoire      for     future
generations.  Against that,  the average
congregant      views      change      as
unnecessary   and   unnerving,    and
creates a barrier against which only the
most   secure   of   choir   leaders   is
prepared  to  battle.  I  see  my  task  as
Music Consultant to the movement, as
one  of support  and encouragement  to
those   choir   leaders   in   the   uphill
struggle   of  keeping   choirs   happy
and maintaining a reasonable standard,
whilst  not antagonising  large  sections
of their congregations.  Hopefully  our
attempt   to    educate    and   inform,
alongside  that  of  the  Jewish  `Music

Heritage  Trust  and  other  institutions

promoting Jewish music, will over time
create a musical society open to change
and  innovation.   I   hope  the   Reform
Movement  will  be  at the  forefront  of
this development .

VIVIENNE  BELLOS  wc7s  bor#  j.#  Sow/Aena,
Essex and  studied music  al  the  Royal Academy
o.i Music.  She is  RSGB's Music Consultant and
Director Of Music  at  the  North  Western  Re`f;orrn
Synagogue,  Aly[h  Gardens,  1.ondon.
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Julian Resnick
1037.1037  DAYS WITHOUT ARIK.
As   I   write,   twenty-four  hours   have
passed   since   Yitzchak   Frankenthal
used   those   words   on   Erev   Yom
Hazikaron,  Remembrance Day, in the
ceremony I organised in Jerusalem for
groups  from  the  United  Israel  Appeal
Canada  and  from  the  British  Council
for Christians and Jews.

Arik,   Yitzchak's   oldest  son,   was
murdered  by  Hamas  terrorists  as  he
made his way home to visit his parents.
A  young soldier in the uniform of the
Israel Defence Force.

That  night,   after  the  seven  repre-
sentatives  of the  army  had  left  their
home, and after he and Chani had made
sure that their other four children were
asleep, Yitzchak decided that he would
do  everything  in  his  power to  ensure
that his  remaining  children  would  en-
joy a future of peace and prosperity.

Yitzchak   Frankenthal,   a   deeply
committed orthodox Jew,  is today the
Secretary General  of Netivot  Shalom,
the   Religious   Peace   Movement  in
Israel,  working  ceaselessly  for peace
between us, the Jewish People, and the
Palestinians.

My work at Melitz, the Institute for
Jewish-Zionist Education, has over the
last  eight  months  afforded  me  many
opportunities   to   explore   with   Jews
from the Diaspora the complexities of
life in  Israel.

But one incident sticks out. It begins
the   night  73   young   Israeli   men  lost
their lives in what has become  known

14

as the "Helicopter Disaster". The hor-
ror of that  night  remain  in  my  mind.
The feeling of an entire country sitting
sfe;.vcr   was   intense  to   say  the   least.
Thirty  days  after  the  tragic  evening,
the end of the sfe/os fez.in, I found myself
with a group of Jewish educators from
Rochester,  New  York,  in  the  area  of
Sha'ar  Yishuv  where  the  helicopters
went down. I decided to take the group
to the site of the  crash to place a me-
morial candle. We were about to leave
when a car-load of ultra-orthodox Jews
drew closer.  One of them approached
me and asked us to stay to.complete a
mj.#j;o#,  quorum,  for   mz.#cfe¢fe,  after-
noon prayers and to enable them to say
haddz.sfe.  They  were  five  men  and  we
were fifteen people, four Jewish men,
one   Muslim   man,   and  ten  Jewish
women.  By my Reform Jewish math-
ematics we had almost two  "z.#);cr#J."
present and I unhesitatingly answered
in the affimative. As I write these lines
I  am  confident that  our  haddj.sfe,  said
by  nine  Jewish  men  and  ten  Jewish
women, was accepted on high.

These eight months since our return
to  Israel  and the  kibbutz  has  been  an
emotional period for Israel.  For those
of us in the Peace camp -or to be more
accurate  -  as  all  claim  to  be  in  the

an amnesiac cannot dream. We need to
dream in order to create a vision.  Our
vision does not need to be apocalyptic.
It  can  and  must  have  room  for  the
other.  When  as  a  family  we  say  the
kj.ddwsfe  together on  Friday  night,  we
insert  one  change  into  the  traditional
blessing.  Instead of saying "You have
made  us  holy  and  separate  from  all
people,"  we  say  "You  have  made  us
and all peoples holy."

This is the Torah I want to see com-
ing  out  of Zion.  This  is  the  word  of
God I want to hear coming out of Jeru-
salem.

We have been touched in a very per-
sonal way by one of the real tragedies
that struck Israel over the past months.
One of the sites I visited with my group
of Jewish educators in March was the
Island of Peace,  a few acres of sover-
eign  Jordanian  territory,   farmed  by
Israeli  farmers, part of Israel until the
Peace Agreement with Jordan and un-
til  recently the  symbol  of what peace
can bring to us - cynics of course say
this  is  till  the  case.  I  stood  with  the
group  beneath  a  giant  Jordanian  flag
and we talked the heady talk of peace,
enjoying the sun, smiled a lot and gen-
erally basked in the symbolic language
of every physical element of the site.

When as a family we say the lKiddush together on
Friday night, we insert one change into the
traditional blessing. Instead Of saying "You have
made us holy and saparate from all people," we say
"You have made us and all peoples holy."

Peace  camp these  days - for those  of
us who believe in the Oslo process of
mutual  recognition  and  compromise,
these have been difficult days. Besides
the  momentary  sparkle  of  the  with-
drawal  from  Hebron,  there  has  been
little in the way of the light of peace.

A few weeks ago a Palestinian intel-
lectual,    Daud   Kuttab,    said   in   a
workshop  I  was  facilitating:  "Both of
us, Jews and Palestinians, have a large,
all-encompassing  dream.  For me  it  is
the Greater Palestine, from the Jordan
to the  sea.  For you it is Greater Israel,
from the Jordan to the sea. If we do not
both  understand  that  we  need  to  set
these dreams aside and dream smaller
dreams we will end up destroying each
other."

As a people we have to dream. Our
dreams have to be based  on  memory,

Exactly  a  week  later  seven  young
girls,  aged   14,  from  a  school  in  our
neighbouring  town  of  Bet  Shemesh,
lay dead  on that  same  spot.  For them
no heady talk of peace,  no basking in
symbols   of  any  kind,   only   frozen
smiles turned to looks of horror.

Orly, my wife, works as a psycholo-
gist in the Bet Shemesh school system.
When I heard the news on the radio in
my  office  in  Jerusalem  I  headed  for
home  knowing Orly would be  needed
in Bet Shemesh.

Orly accompanied one of the  fami-
lies to  Hadassah hospital in Jerusalem
to  identify  the body  of their daughter
and  stayed  in  close  contact  with  the
family  afterwards  to  help  in  any  way
she could in their period of great need.

Every young girl's death is a human
tragedy that knows no bounds.
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One   of  the   young  girls   was  the
daughter  of  parents,  both  unable  to
communicate  with  the  outside  world
due to  speech and hearing disabilities.
She was their voice and their interlocu-
tor.

Another young  girl  was  the  daugh-
ter  of Russian  immigrants,  a  mother
who  had  converted  to  Judaism  and  a
grandmother  who  had  to  be  searched
for  in  a  small  village  in  rural  Russia
and  for  whom   Israel  was  connected
until  that  moment  with  the  stories  of
Jesus.

And yet another girl the daughter of
a  father confined by a work accident,
to  a wheelchair -the  apple  of her fa-
ther's eye. Clich6? No, truth.

The  modern  Hebrew  poetess  Zelda
wrote  a  poem  which  focuses  on  our
individuality   and   the   uniqueness  of
each and every human life. "Each man
has a Name". What do we do with the
pain? Does it become the soil on which
we grow the shrubs of revenge or does
it  become  the   soil   on  which  seven
young  saplings begin to  reach  for the
heavens  to   demand  we   continue  to
search for peace so that groves do not
become forests?

So what does one do with the pain? I
ask  only twenty-four hours  after  yon
f7czZ.kcrro#. Are we doomed to live in a
situation where  100 Years of zionism
and  49  Years  of  the  State  of  Israel
brings  us  to  a  situation  in  which  73
young men die crossing the border into
Lebanon,  in  which  7. young  girls,14

years old, lie among the green grass of
the Island of Peace?

Are we to live with the obscenity of
the   mathematics  of  fanaticism   and
pain, or is there another path?

There is -it is the one where we put
our  large  dreams  aside.  It  is  the  one
paraphrased   in   the   Reform   Move-
ment's Policy Statement on Israel. Our

path,   dream   and  vision,   have  to  be
based on the holiness of life, all human
life,  above  the  holiness  of land.  That
has always been the essence and core
of the Jewish vision.

One  of the  most beautiful  passages
we read before reading from the Torah
reminds us of this vision:

Its ways are ways of pleasantness
And all its paths are peace I

JULIAN  RESNICK wcrs cr Shaliach /emj.ssar}!J
to  [he  Ref:arm  Movement from  September  I 994
[o  September  1996.  He  relurned  to  his  home  in
Israel  on  Kibbutz  Tzora  and  is  working  as  a
Senior  S[a.ff member  Of the  ln[ernalional  Divi-
sion  Of the  Melitz  lnslilu[e  in  Jerusalem  -  an
independent  non-profiil  agency  using the  meth-
ods  Of informal  education  [o  pursue  the  goals
o./. Jewish  Unity.  Partnership,  Con[inui[y  and  a
Democratic Jewish  Israel.
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WEDDING DRESS
INTO TORAH MANTLE

Evelyn Rose

AMONG   A   FASCINATING
collection   of  Judaica   in   the
Jewish gallery of Strasbourg's

"Mus6e   Alsacienne"   are   a   carved

walnut   Chair  of  Elijah,   eighteenth
century  amulets  to  protect  women  in
childbirth  from   "the   female   Devil,
Lilith"  and  the  Erev   Sfecrbbaf  hymn,
"Lecha   Dodi",   worked  in  exquisite

paper cut-out form. Two of its exhibits
are  unique  to  Alsace.  They  give  an
insight   into   its   turbulent   history

particularly    that    of    its    Jewish
population over two millennia.  One is
a   painted   wood     "A4czge;.n   Dc}vJ.d"
surmounted    by    the    twin-headed
Hapsburg Eagle, which had once been
placed  in  front  of  a  synagogue  for
every passer-by to see. The other, also
painted, is a wooden plaque about eight
feet high to set above the Ark with the
French   Imperial   Eagle   in  pride   of
place  and  below  it  the  prayer  for the
Emperor Napoleon to be recited every
Shab6at.

These  two  exhibits  encapsulate  the
way in which the Jews of Alsace have
survived for two thousand years under
the   rule   of  many  conquerors.   First

came  the  Romans - some  Jews  from
Palestine are believed to have come in
the  entourage  of Julius  Caesar.  They
were  followed  by  the  Holy  Roman
Empire,  the  Bourbon  kings  of France
and  then  -  at  the  end  of the  Franco-
Prussian War in  1871  -the Prussians.

In recent times, more armies swirled
backward and forward over this strate-
gically placed area between the Vosges
Mountains and the Rhine. Anyone born
during the First World War would have
lived under no less than four different
governments,    the    Prussians,    the
French,   the   Nazis   and   finally   the
French again.

All   this   you   can   find   in   history
books.  But I  went there in the autumn
of 1996 to  learn about the  fascinating
domestic life of the Jews of Alsace and
in particular, their food and drink cus-
toms  and  the   way   these   had  been
woven  into the  life  of the  non-Jewish
population.

Every interview -whether with off+
cial  guides,  the  leaders  of the  B'nai
Brith  in  Colmar  and  Strasbourg,   a
Jewish member of the region's tourist

Continued on next page
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board,  not to mention M. Katz, a man
who  has  devoted his  retirement years
to tracing the descendants of the peo-
ple  whose  200  year  old  headstones
could barely be read in the cemetery at
Marmoutier - started by giving  me a
history lesson.  Without that  you  can-
not understand how the Jewish way of
life  and  in  particular  their food  have
affected the general population of Al-
sace - and vice-versa.

Jews have been in Alsace for 2,000
years mainly in the villages, living for
the   most  part   in   peace   with   their
Lutheran  and  Catholic  neighbours.  In
places   like   Colmar  and   Strasbourg
there were ghettoes. But at the time of
the Black Death in the fourteenth cen-

16

tury, although the Jews were expelled
from the towns,  they  were  not forced
to leave the country as were the French
Jews   living   under   Philip   Le   Bel,

Reoc£:SneEAJS:rcee.,WaspartoftheHo|y
They perforce had to live in the vil-

lages -and thus became part of the life
of the community.

In  the  wine  villages  in  particular,
where  Jewish  women  cooked  for  the
"seigneurs"  who  lived  in  the   great

castles  on  the  flanks  of  the  Vosges
mountains, dishes such as "Kugel Juif"

almond            and            apple
pudding,  "Crimselich" - Chremslach,"Chaleuth"  -  Jewish  apple  charlotte,

and Carpe Froide a la Juive - poached

carp  in  jellied  stock,  were  absorbed
into the cuisine of the region.

Who taught whom to make a Sauce
Raifort,  horseradish  sauce  with  beet-
root,  and to  serve it with quenelles  de
brochet, poached balls of chopped raw
fish, will probably never be discovered.

In  their  turn  Jewish  housewives
learned to make Tarte Alsacienne filled
with  fruit  set  in  custard  and  Gateau
Quetsche, Plum Cake.

In  a fascinating article  on the  tradi-
tional  cooking  of the  Jews  of Alsace,
J#z/a e# .4/sczce par Freddy  Raphael  et
Robert  Weyl,  Marguerite  Doerflinger
recounts how for Purim, Jewish women
would  serve  a  kosher  version  of  the
famous  Alsatian  dish  of  "choucroute
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One has only to look up at the side Of Strasbourg's
Gothic Cathedral where a statue Of a woman with

eyes covered, "the Synagogue" , fiaces the serene face

Of another woman labelled "The Church" .

gami"  substituting  home-smoked  beef
for the traditional  sausages and boiled
ham.  Is  it Jewish  influence,  I  wonder,
which also accounts for a dish of sauer-
kraut with fresh salmon on the menu of
the superb Restaurant Kammerzal in the
shadow of Strasbourg's pink sandstone
Cathedral?

Another  dish  on  the  menu  every
Weinstaub,   wine  bar,   I   visited  was
"bibelaskaes" -a mountain of smetana

and kaes mixed with herbs,  garlic and
spring  onions,  almost  identical  to  the
Eastern   European   "kaes   bowl"  of
Shavuot.

My long-held theory that the Jewish
poultry dealers of Alsace invented pat6
de fois gras was disproved when I was
told  on  very  good  authority  that  this
delicacy  was  in  fact  the  brainchild  of
the chef to one of Napoleon's Marshals
and had only a passing resemblance to
what is called in its most refined version
"pat6 in the Jewish fashion" but known

to generations of Jewish housewives as
"gehackte  leber",  chopped  liver.  And

the good news is - you can now buy a
Kosher version of pat6 de foie gras.

Despite  this   swapping  of  recipes,
Jews of an earlier age persisted in their
allegiance to Kashrut. As in other coun-
tries,  the  men  folk  were  limited  in  the
kind of work they were permitted to do
and were for the most part either horse
dealers or travelling salesmen.

Away  from  home  each  week  until
Erev  Shabbat,  once  their  home-made
supplies were eaten, they had to live for
most  of  the  time  "on  the  country",
choosing  the   limited  foods  such  as
bread, milk and raw onions that did not
transgress  the  dietary  laws. -In  many
country i nns, the landlord would reserve
for Jewish travellers a special  pot with
"hasfeer"  inscribed  on  the  side  so  that

they  could  cook  eggs  or  vegetables
knowing it had not been used for frej/e
foods.

In medieval times, the Jewish dietary
laws  and  customs  were  viewed  with
great suspicion by the authorities.  Dur-
ing  the  Black  Death  jn  the  fourteenth
century, the Jewish population were be-
lieved to have caused the spread of the
disease  by  poisoning  the  wells  whilst
remaining  relatively  unaffected  them-
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selves because of their strange custom
of salting their meat and washing their
hands before eating a meal. The fortu-
nate ones were banished from the cities,
the unlucky ones were taken out of the
city on carts and burned to death.

In the nineteenth century, a poignant
reminder of this slaughter was brought
to light when archaeologists unearthed
a cache of gold andjewellery where the
ancient  ghetto  of  Colmar  had  once
stood, buried there by the Jewish inhab-
itants  who  sensed  that  a  dreadful  fate
awaited them.

Despite the smiling vineyards and the
picturesque  villages  that  make  up  the
Route  du  Vim,  one  cannot visit Alsace
without being made aware of this tragic
side of its Jewish history. One has only
to look up  at the side  of Strasbourg's
Gothic  Cathedral  where  a  statue  of a
woman with  eyes  covered,  "the  Syna-
gogue", faces the serene face of another
woman  labelled  "The  Church".  Look
up even higher and there is to be seen a
gargoyle of a pig with a caricature fig-
ure of a Jew clinging to its back, facing
in the direction of the old ghetto.

More  recent poignant  relics  are  the
many country synagogues plundered by
the Nazis -over half the synagogues in
France   were   once   sited  in   Alsace.
Almost all except Strasbourg's magnifi-
cently-rebuilt   Synagogue  de  la  Paix
with its Lurcat tapestry Ark curtain and
seating  for  2,000  worshippers  -  were
in   villages   such   as   Wintzenheim,
Reguisheim and Bergheim. The one in
Rouffach is claimed to be the oldest in
France and is said to have a curse on it
because  of a  massacre  that took place
there.  Whatever the  truth,  there  is  no
sign  of  Jewish  life  there  today  and
where  the  synagogue  once  stood,  an
architect  has  built  an  ultra-modern
apartment  but  retained  the  thirteenth
century  door,  inscribed,  alas  illegibly,
in Hebrew.

It is comforting to know that many of
the synagogues and mz.froooffe are being
restored  at  the  expense  of  the  local
muni`cipalities.

How  pleasant  it  must  have  b?en  in
times  of tranquillity  to  worship  in  the
nineteenth     century     Romanesque
synagogue  in  Wolfsheim  -  the  only

synagogue in the area not destroyed by
the  Nazis - facing  an  ark  surrounded
with beautiful flower paintings done by
local artists. Or to see the Ark opened to
reveal  among  the  scrolls  of the  Law,
one with a mantle made, according to
local custom, from a wedding dress, or
to walk down the magnificent stone spi-
ral staircase of the  "j.fuefe at Bischeim
and now lovingly restored to its former
architectural glory with funds donated
by the local authority.

Alsace is now trying to make amends
to its Jews, and two months before my
visit the  B'nei  Brith Hirschler Unit of
Strasbourg joined with the Departmen-
tal  Board  of Tourism  to  organise  an
Open    House    Day    "Discovering
Alsatian  Judaism",  to  "preserve  and
protect a unique irreplaceable aspect of
history of the Jewish life from the Mid-
dle Ages."

On the day, the non-Jewish residents
of Alsace were invited on guided tours
of many of the  synagogues as well  as
places  like  the  Bischeim   mj.fuck  and
Jewish  Museum  and the Jewish living
room     in    the     folk    museum     in
Marmoutier.

The organisers were amazed by the
number of people who came and by the
press, radio and television coverage of
this unique day. They now plan to ex-
tend it to include the Haut Rhin around
Colmar, Baden Wurtenberg i n Germany
and part of Switzerland.

Tourist Information :

For  information  on  Alsace:  French
Tourist Office,  178 Piccadilly, London
WIV  0AL,  enclosing  £1.45  stamp  for
postage.   Tel:   0891    244   123   (calls
charged at 50p per minute).

For advice  on Jewish  sites:  Contact
M.   Daniel   Fuks,   Secretaire  General,
Consistoire  Israelite  du  Haut  Rhin,  3
rue    de    Cigogne,    68000    Colmar.
Tel:  89 41  95  00.

In   Strasbourg  -  Office   D6part-
ementale  du Tourisme  du Bas  Rhin,  9
rue  de  Dome,  B.P.53  -F67061  Stras-
bourg.   Tel   88    15    45   95.   (Mine.
Catherine Lehmann at the same address
for information on places of Jewish in-
terest. Tel 8815 45 92).

In  Colmar  -  Association  D6parte-
mentale   du   Tourisme,   Maison   du
Tourisme   de   Haute   Alsace,   1   rue
Schlumberger,   B.P.   337  -  F68006
Colmar. Tel 89 2010 651

EVEljYN  ROSE  is  an  international  authority
on  Jewish J.ood  and food  customs.  The  paper-
bcrck   o/  Aer   c/clssj.c    The   New   Complete
International    Jewish    Cookbook    w!.//    be
published  in  the  Autumn.
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY

BAREFOOT
BY THE BUSH

In July I 996, Rabbi Tony Bayfield gave a lecture at
the RSGB Anrmal Corifdrence entitled `Rooted in the

tradition Of Torah, yet in dialogue with modernity ' .
In the course Of the lecture he identified fundamen-

tal values undexpinning Reform Judaism. These
served as the basis fior a series Of lectures given last

winter at the North Western Reform Synagogue,
Alyth Gardens. One Of the values identified by Rabbi

Bayfield was  `Faith and Spirituality'. Rabbi
Alexandra Wright was irrvited to speak on this.

The f;ollowing essay is an adc[ptation Of her lecture.

Alexandra Wright

Tha::Et:;:iRegtipE:w::3tg:u::i.:n::h:
breeze,  and the man and his wife hid
themselves  from  the  presence  of the
Eternal  God  among  the  trees  of the
garden',  Genesis  3.8.  If  we  did  not
know better, we would be forgiven for
imagining these words to be the setting
ofamagniflcenttheophany,revelation.
God's  presence  reveals  itself amidst
the luxuriance of a garden, in the breath
of a gentle breeze, whispering among
the trees of the garden. In a sense, it is
a revelation, sending humanity out of
the  garden  and into  a world of work
and      suffering     but     with      the
remembrance of a moment of wonder
and mystery.

Abram,  too,  experienced the  terror
of that presence `as the sun was going
down'  in  a  profound  sleep  when  `a
deep and terrifying darkness descended

upon him', Genesis  15.12. And Jacob,
awaking from a dream, trembling with
fear,  pronounces:   `How  awesome  is
this.place! This is none other than the
house of God,  and this is the gate of
heaven', Genesis 28.17. Later, a shep-
herd is caring for his sheep in the desert
and beholds in the middle of the bleak
wildemesslandscapeavisionofabush
on fire  and hears  a voice calling him
urgently, thrusting upon him a role that
was going to be distinctly uncomfort-
able and often painful. `Did I conceive
allthispeople?Did1givebirthtothem,
that you should say to me, `Carry them
in your bosom as a nurse carries a suck-
ing child...?' Numbers  11.12.

These visionary experiences were to
repeat themselves agaln and again:  at
Sinai    through   the    thunder   and
lightning  and  the  violently  shaking
mountain; in the cranny of a rock,  as
Moses,  enveloped in a cloud,  experi-
ences the intensity of God's love and
forgiveness  and  at  the  same  time,
God's justice  and retribution.  Samuel
responding  to  his  first  call,   Isaiah
touched on the lips with a burring coal,
Jeremiah `raped' by God or the Psalm-
istencounteringGodintheJudeanhills
round about Jerusalem - all these are
examples  of individuals   `called'  by
God to change or transformation.

I  suspect  we  are  not  surprised by
these encounters. The Hebrew Bible is
arecordofourpeople'sencounterwith
the Presence of God. True,  it is  often
remote from us, or too supernatural for
us,  but  it moves  us,  it  inspires  us,  it
often  touches  us,  and  we  cannot  al-
ways articulate those feelings.

And  yet  today,  we  are  surprised
when we hear language that refers to
religious encounter. We are even more
diffident about using it. Do we forget
that our tradition emerged fr,om a call
from God and our ancestors' response
to that call? Yes, it was at first often a
reluctant response, but soon the spirit,
fighting  against the  acute  discomfort
of the call, succumbs to the dream, the
vision `or the words, and gives its first
response: `Here I am', or `Whom shall
I say sent me?'

Analysing   the   account   of  the
burning bush, we see that Moses'  ex-
perience  only  begins  when  he  turns
aside to look more closely at the phe-
nomenon.  It  is  curiosity  and  wonder
that provoke God into speech: `Moses,
Moses!'  We  do  not often  realise  that
we are called upon to make some kind
of response to the calls we receive. But
then  we  do  not  often  hear  them,  or
more  often  we  don't  want  to  listen.
How  many  times  have  you  heard  a



rabbi discuss his or her `calling' to the
rabbinate? When people ask me why I
wanted to become a rabbi, the answer
usually has something to do with want-
ing  to  learn  more  about  Judaism,
wishing  to  work  with  people,  rather
than  religious  visionary  experience.
Perhaps  that  collective   diffidence
which  we  feel  has  something  to  do
with the original role of the rabbi -not
as priest or prophet - but as teacher,
judge  and legislator.  And these  roles
were often combined with manual la-
bour, for traditionally the rabbi was a
non-stipendiary,  worker  cleric.  Does
God have nothing to do with contem-

. porary religious leadership today?
By  contrast,   Christian  clerics  do

speak very clearly about their ` calling'
or `vocation'  to  a particular ministry.
Mary Loudon's book  jzeve/ofz.o#s - a
series of twelve interviews with differ-
ent members of the Christian clergy -
discusses  quite  openly their sut)jects'
`calls'  or  `conversions'.  All  of them,

with the exception of one, speak about
a religious calling or experience.

Here  is  the  former Archbishop  of
York, John Habgood, on the subject of
his  conversion:   `My  conversion  was

time it was as if I was stumbling around
inthedarkandsuddenlythelightswent
on...'

For others, conversion comes with a
`visionary  experience',  the  exoticism

of worship, being in the midst of ex-
traordinary  natural  beauty,   `purple
lights',  Calcutta  or Bond  Street.  The
experiences  are  as varied as  they are
extraordinary.  Rarely  does  the  call
come  within  a  religious  institution;
more  often  than  not,  it  surprises  the
recipient, frightens them sometimes or
creeps  upon  them  after  a  prolonged
period of intellectual discovery.`Conversion'  or transformation ex-

periences, callings, for want of another
term, are not confined to the clergy -
Christian or Jewish. They are universal
human  experiences,   usually  very
formative to our own outlook and faith.
David  Hay's  book,   ExpJorz.#g  J##er
Space,  is  a kind of survey of experi-
ences  of women and men who  speak
about the presence of God or another
kind of spiritual experience. One mid-
dle-aged man describes the experience
he had during a time of acute personal
distress.  `It's just a feeling I  had at a
very acute time of my wife's illness. I

The Hebrew Bible is a record Of our people's
encounter with the Presence Of God. True, it is often
remote from us, or too supernatural f;or us, but it
moves us, it inspires us, it often touches us, and we
camot always articulate those f eelings.

embarrassingly  quick,  really.  Having
been a person who had been sticking
my neck out, endeavouring to prove to
others what a sensible policy atheism
was,  I  was  vulnerable  to  conversion
because  I  was  concerned  about  reli-
gion.  I  suppose  it was  all part of the
adolescent process of fmding oneself' .
His  encounter  with  the  evangelical
wing of the Church and a very special
relationship  with  an  elderly  woman
who eventually died of cancer, helped
him towards a deeper and fuller faith,
as well as ordination.

David  Perrett,  the  outspoken  vicar
of   a   coal-mining   community   in
Nottingham, describes how he went on
a  Methodist  youth  weekend  and  was
about  to  `inveigle'  himself into  the
girls' doms, when another chap came
up  to  him  and  started quoting words
from  the  New  Testament:  `1  have  to
tell you,'  he says,  `it was a Damascus
Road type of experience. Up until that

did feel  at that time - things  looked
very grim - there was  some consola-
tion.  The  knowledge  that  there  was
something  else  there  which  didn't
make death so final.'

Basing  his  research  on  American
polls   on  the   subject   of  spiritual
experience, David Hay made some in-
teresting  discoveries.  More  women
tended to report experiences of a pres-
ence or power than men. Older people
showed  a  trend  in  being  more  inter-
ested  in  religion  and  therefore  more
susceptible to religious experience but
even more interesting was the fact that
regular attendance  at  a  synagogue  or
church,  or  other religious  institution,
did  not increase  the  figures  of those
who  claimed  some  kind  of religious
experience.  In  other  words,  you  are
just  as  likely,  if not  more  likely,  to
experience  awareness  of a  religious
power  or  presence  if you  are  not  a
regular attender at synagogue than if

you are one.
Paradoxically,   another  statistic

shows  that  coming  from  a  religious
background which has words and tra-
ditions that respect this area of human
experience,  allows  people perhaps  to
be  more  open  to  such  experience.  It
seems to me that this  `openness'  is  a
vital  ingredient  to  the  experience  of
God. The fact is, that we may be quite
open to spiritual experience, or we may
be  totally restricted,  what we  lack is
the  language  to  be  able  to  articulate
our feelings.

Lionel  Blue,  alone  among  Jewish
spiritual  leaders,  finds  his  own  lan-
guage to describe the encounter. He is
in a waiting room at the end of a hospi-
tal  ward with two  women  whom  he
calls `Handbag' and `Cigarette'. Ciga-
rette is called by the nurse to  see her
husband and when she returns, she taps
Handbag on the  arm  and says:  `Your
turn  now.  No,  I  won't  come  in  with
you.  See him  alone.'  `Something  sig~
nificant  had  happened'  says  Lionel,
`but what?' Later on, he leans that the
man is dying,  Cigarette was his wife,
Handbag  his  mistress.  `I'd witnessed
an act of spontaneous generosity. Ciga-
rette had let God get into the act as well
as her rival, and I don't think she would
ever regret it.  The  glow certainly re-
malned with me for months.' (How ro
Get Up When Life Gets You DownD.

This kind of explicit acknowledge-
ment  of an  `encounter'  isn't  easy  to
find in more traditional  Jewish texts.
Mysticism, for Judaism, is an encoun-
ter  with  a  text,  concerned  with  the
nature of God, not necessarily with the
transformation  of the  individual.  The
strange exception is the description in
the Talmud of the four rabbis who en-
terParadise.BenZomagazedanddied.
Ben Azzai gazed and becane insane.
ElishabenAvuyahbrokeoffthe`shoots
of the plants  and trees growing there
and became  an  apostate  while  Rabbi
Akiva left there in peace, Hagigah 14b.
Here,  the  speculative  nature  of the
experience  is  associated  with  enor-
mous  danger,  certainly  not  with  the
comfort of a transcendent Presence.

One  extraordinary  contemporary
account of spirituality can be found in
Etty    Hillesum's        Leffers    /ron
Wesferdorfa, where we are deeply con-
scious of an individual's soul striving
to transcend the limitations and suffer-
ing of her surroundings:

The misery here is quite terrible, and
yet,  late  at  night  when  the  day  has
slunk away into the depths behind me,
I often walk with a spring in my step
along the barbed wire. And then time



and again, it soars from my heart - I
can't help it, that's just the way it is,
like some elementary force - the feel-
ing    that    life    is    glorious    and
magnificent, and that one day we shall
be building a whole new world...

We have spoken about the nature of
`religious  experience'  or  `encounter',

but have  not spoken about the  nature
of God. Who or what is the Being Who
takes us to the edge of our existence,
Who has the capacity to integrate every
fibre of our body or mind, so that `we
are fi]led/Vibrant as the seagull/Whose
body  skims  with  such  intensity/Over
the misty surface of a still lake...' That
is  the  question  I  wish to  consider by
beginning  with  the  notion  of  God's
•absence.

ImagineourHighHolydaymac¢zor,
prayerbook,  if you  will,  without  any
reference  to  God.  Imagine  how  the
service  of Ko/ IVz.c7re  would  sound.  It
would start out well  enough with the
KOJ IVz.c7re `All the vows, and the oaths
and  the  promises  which  we  have
vowed...  are  not vows,  are  not oaths,
are not promises'. No mention of God
is made  jn this  Aramalc formula,  de-
spite  our  modem  translation,  which
allows the word `God' to creep into its
paraphrase.  Then,  apart from  a verse
from the Book of Numbers which fol-
lows the Ko/ IVz.c7re `May all the people
of Israel  be  forgiven',  where there is
still no mention of God in the prelude
to  this  solemn  and  moving  service,
we  start  to  get  into  hot  water.  The
S:fee%ec%e}Jcz#z£   I   suppose,   would  be-
come a little  statement of thanks  and
gratitude  for  having  reached  another
Yom  Kippur.  The  evening  prayers
would merely  acknowledge the  cycle
of  nature,   `times  pass  and  seasons
change, day follows night', as though
saying that there is an immutable law
of nature acting independently of God.
The   51feem¢  would  be  harder  to  deal
with -this would probably have to be
cut  out  altogether,  together  with  the
Tef illah (the  Amidah) the central pa.rt
of any  daily,  Sabbath  or  festival  lit-
urgy. The yidd#j., the confession could
remain, but any reference to God's for-
giveness  would  have  to  go,  similarly
the  countless  blessings  and  pz.j{);z/fz.in,
liturgical  poems,  that  extol  God's  at-
tributes in any way.

Four years ago,  an Anglican priest,
Anthony  Freeman,  published  a  book
called God I.#  Us (SCM,1993), which
together  with  the  Bishop  of Oxford,
Richard Harries'  reply  7lfee jiecz/ God,
prompted  Howard  Cooper's  article`God -Someone, Something or Noth-

ing'  ("cz7e7?cz  48,  Summer  1995)  and

Tony  Bayfield's  essay  `Principles  of
Our Faith.  (Renewing  the  Vision.  ed.
Jonathan Romaln,1996). Freeman de-
scribed  a   `conversion'   process  he
experienced, to what he describes as `a
genuine Christian faith of Gis) own'.
This came about when he had the cour-
age to  say  `1  do  not believe  in God.'
But as he puts it in one of the earlier
chapters in his book, `...How can I be a
Christian if I  do not believe in God?
Doesn't it make me an atheist? Put that
way, the question assumes that there is
only one meaning to the word God and
that we all know exactly what it is. But
to  ask,  `Do  you  believe  in  God?'  is
rather like asking, `How long is a piece
of string?' Show me the piece of string
and I will tell you how long it is. Tell
me what sort of God you have in mind
and I will tell you whether I believe in
him or her or it' Gage 15).

Anthony Freeman did not deny his
belief in  God.  His  understanding  of
that  little  three  letter  word  changed.
But as a result of his book, his position
as  an  Anglican  priest became  unten-
able  and  he  was  forced  to  leave  St
Mark's, Staple field, where he had been
the priest-in-charge.

But there isn't much that is  new in
Anthony  Freequan's  theology.   Sixty
years  ago  in  the  United  States,  there
appearedAmerica'sfirstmajorphiloso-
phy of Judaism in the form of a book
entitled `Judaism as a Civilisation' . The
book was by Mordecai Kaplan. Kaplan
had come to America from an orthodox
JewishfandlyinLithuaniaandhadbeen
ordained  at the  Conservative  rabbinic
college,  the Jewish Theological  Seini-
nary. After ordination, he became rabbi
ofanorthodoxsynagogueinNewYork.
A Conservative training, coupled with
his  orthodox  rabbinate,  did  not  stop
Kaplan       from       founding       the
Reconstructionist  movement  in  the
States,   a  movement  and  philosophy
which,   as  its  name  implies,  recon-
structed  Jewish  theology  and  Jewish
thought. Kaplan's philosophy was a re-
sponse to the  alienation from Judaism
which many American  Jews  felt  as  a
result of economic depression and un-
provoked and open anti-semjtism.

There were two aspects to Kaplan's
philosophy:  naturalism  and  national-
ism.   Kaplan   espoused   a   natural
theology.  He  rejected supematurlism.
Instead  of accepting  belief in  a  God
above, so to speak, a transcendent God
who guides the natural order from out-
side,  who  exists  outside  time,  who
performs miracles and who can reveal
God-self to humanity and offer exist-
ence for the soul in the world to cue,

Kaplan said that God had to be sought
in the natural world. He did not deny
God's  existence  but  he  did  reject
unscientific.bases of religion.  Ration-
alism, and a belief that `salvation', for
want of a better ten, lay in this world,
in the individual's and in society's abil-
ity to change this world for the better,
lay at the basis of Kaplan's thought.

What about God though? If Kaplan,
like Anthony Freeman more recently, is
going to throw out the old God - the
Creator-God,  the  Judge,  the  dispenser
of forgiveness,  the  personal  God,  the
God who is sometimes silent and mys-
terious,   sometimes   awesome   and
thundering with anger, the transcendent
God `out there', what is going to be put
initsplace?ForAnthonyFreeman,God
is the word to be applied `to the sum of
all (his) values and ideals in life... like
goodness,  love,  power  (rightly  used),
knowledge, wisdom etc.'  and negative
things such as  `freedom from fear and
tyranny  of death,  of suffering'.  Now
you  might  ask,  what's  the  difference
betweenthisconceptofGodandamore
traditional one? Do we not claim jn the
very traditional parts of our liturgy, that
God heals the sick, raises those who are
bent low, gives us knowledge and wis-
dom, urges us to relieve suffering? The
difference for Anthony Freeman is that
God has no independent existence. God
is  a personification  of his  own ideals,
God is a  `human thought made out of
human words'  ®age 27).  This is very
similartothewriterKarenArmstrong's
thesisinherexcellentbook4fJz.s'foryo/
God, a history of the idea and experi-
ence of God in the three monotheistic
faiths, Judaism, Christianity and Islam.
I think she expresses the absence of an
objective   God   more   clearly   than
Anthony Freeman does and she is worth
quoting:

When  I  began  to  resear6h   (my
book)...IexpectedtofindthatGodhad
simply  been  a  projection  Of human
needs  and desires. I thought that  `he'
would mirror the fears and yearning Of
society at each stage Of development.

Instead,  she  was  surprised  to  find
that `instead of walting for God to de-
scend  from   on  high',   she   should
deliberately  have  created  a  sense  of
him for herself.

Rabbis , priests and Suf is would have
taken me to task for assuming that God
was  -  in  my  sense  -  a  reality  `out
there';theywouldhavewarnedmenot
to expect to experience him as an ob-
jectivefactthatcouldbediscoveredby
the  ordinary  rational  process.  They
would have told me that in an impor-
tant  sense  God was  a product  of. the



creative  imagination,  like  the  poetry
and nmsic that I fiound so inspiring. A
few  highly  respected  monotheists
would have told me quietly and firndy
tlutGoddidnotreally-exist-andyet
that `he' was the most inportaut real-
ity in the world.

Kaplan also rejects a personal God,
that is a God who can be described in
anthropomorphic   terms.   He   also
throws  out  the  belief that  God  can
somehow be identified with scientific
concepts  such  as force or energy.  In-
stead, he sees God -and this is where I
think  he  differs  from  Anthony  Free-
man - as something to do with human
self-realisation. If for Freeman, God is
the satin of his values, for Kaplan `God
is the Power that makes for salvation'.

will  not just be  a book that contains
gender  inclusive  language  about  hu-
manity  in  God,  but  that  it  will  also
eliminate any references whatsoever to
apersonal,transcendentGod-theGod
who  is  so  familiar to  us  through the
language of the Bible, the rabbis and
the prayerbook?

That we have lost a sense of awe and
reverence  for the  objective,  magnifi-
cent  God  of rabbinic  Judaism -  and
even  early  Reform  Judaism  -  is,  I
think, a reality. We cannot relate to the
authoritarian  father-figure  of  the
Bible, we are confounded by the tradi-
tional `proofs' ofGod's existence -the
argument from design, the ontological
proof,  which  declares  that  the  exist-
ence  of the idea itself necessitates its

When people ask me why I wahied to become a
rabbi, the answer usually has sometling to do with
wanting to learn more about Judaism, wishing to
work with people, rather than religious visionc[ry
experience.

This gets a bit tricky here, and I have to
confess  to  not  wholly  understanding
what is meant. Perhaps what is meant
is that God is, so to speak, a moveable
feast. If God is a process, which is one
of the ways  Kaplan describes  God,  a
process linked to the individual's self-
realisation,  then  God  is  going  to  be
different for different people.  Prayer,
for Kaplan, is not communion between
the individual and a transcendent God,
it is a dialogue that takes place within
ourselves. But because we want to im-
prove ourselves, transcend our natural
limitations,  if you  like,  prayer which
can lead us to intense inner reflection
about the goals  and directions  of our
life, is a necessary part of our life. And
on the subject of evil -if I can dismiss
such a massive subject in one sentence
- Kaplan would argue that God is fi-
nite, that God's power is. restricted to
what  makes  us  good.  God  therefore
cannot stop evil and suffering from tak-
ing place. Rather than speculate about
God's  responsibility  for  evil  in  the
world, says Kaplan, the fitting human
response is to activate ourselves nor-
ally to tackle the problem of evil.

Having dealt with the  questions  of
the existence of God, prayer and evil in
little more than a couple of sentences,
where does that leave us? Does it mean
that the  next  edition  of our  A4lczchzor

existence  and  the  teleological  argu-
ment, which says that there js evidence
of purpose  or design  in  the  universe
and this  provides  proof of the  exist-
ence  of  a  Designer.   Science  is  one
answer for many people, a science that
rejects any notion of God whatsoever
but even scientists have problems with
stopping  at  rational  explanation  and
seem to want to go beyond that.

Whether we  like  it  or  not,  we  are
propelled towards the search for some
understanding  of  why  we  are  here.
What is the purpose of out existence?
Is there  something beyond the finite?
Is  God  merely  a  projection  of  our
wish-fulfilment, or does God exist in-
dependently, objectively?

IfKaplanisright-thenpeoplehood,
being part of a people, a religious civi-
1isation, is important for us.  We want
to re-connect ourselves to our people,
to  its  religious  literature,  to  its  past,
and I think also to its destiny. And we
can only do that by joining a commu-
nity,   and  by  identifying  with  its
language, its music, its liturgy, its peo-
plc and their customs. And perhaps for
some people, that re-connection sparks
off the  impulse towards 'moral  activ-
ism, of which Kaplan also speaks, and
which Jews have always felt is so vital
to their religious existence.  But I can-
not simply stop there with Kaplan, or

indeed with Anthony Freeman.  There
has to be something more. There has to
be  a  mystery that  exists  beyond  our-
selves, a mystery that can inspire within
each human breast, a feeling of awe and
reverence. I know that there does exist
some reality beyond the temporal  and
spatial reality which you and I experi-
ence every day.  I know, too, that it is
possible to touch that reality, or to en-
counter  it,  perhaps  only  for  a  split
second, and to see oneself as one really
is in the universe, infinitesimally small
and insignificant, but at the same time a
magnificent creature of creation.

If you have seen a new moon appear
from  behind  a  cloud  at  night,  or
watched a blood red sun drop  slowly
into the ocean,  or stood in your com-
munity listening to  the prayers  being
sung by the people. If you have walked
along Jerusalem's  streets for the first
time, marvelling at the people and their
language  and  their  ancient  faith,  or
stood alone at Masada in darkness be-
fore the sun has even appeared. If you
have watched the face of children by
the  Sabbath  candles,  or  comforted  a
widow in her grief and sorrow, or wit-
nessed the struggling victim of abuse
come to terms with the hami inflicted
and re-invest herself with dignity and
grace. If you have lost your temper and
persecuted  some  poor hapless  victim
standingnearyou,orcriedwhenRabin
and Arafat shook hands for a second
time  and  wished  the  broken  world
would mend itself for pity's sake, then
you would know that there  is  a God,
more than the sum total of our human
values,  more  than  Kaplan's  mental
construct. We walt for those brief mo-
ments to experience something of this
wondrous reality, we wait and we will
continue to wait, as the Psalmist says:
Kj:viti Adonai kivtah nofshi, v'lidvaro
hochalti, naf ishi l'Adonal -`T waist for
the Eternal One, my soul watts, and in
God's word do I hope.  My soul  waits
for the Eternal One, more than watch-
men for the morning, watching for the
morning...' We may not be Moses on
Mount Sinai, or Isaiah caught up in the
Temple. But ordinary men and women
that  we  are,  we  each  know  that  we
have  known  in  the  past  moments  of
heightened  awareness  and  a  percep-
tion of another reality which I would
like to name God .

ALEXANDRA WRIGHT,  cr gracztfczfe o/ Leo
Baeck  College,  works  as  a  congregational
rabbi  in  Radlett,  Herifiordshire,  where  she
founded The Learning Circle, a centre i;or adult
and  teenage  Jewish   study.   She   is  married
to   Roderick,   and   they   have  two   children,
Gabrielle and Benedict.
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THE IRON GRIP OF PAST 0N PRESENT

Our neighoour 's feelings about us were less trivial.

Among the many slanders and insults, one remark
made to Zdenka stood out:  ``You've been overlooked.

The ovens will burn again" .

20

Zdenka and
Mojmir Krizan

THE    THREE    OF    US    -
Zdenka,   Mojmir,   and   little
Danijel    -    migrated    from

Yugoslavia  to  Germany  in  1972.  We
knew  about  the  Nazi  history  of  the
country.   But  in  the  seventies  it  was
fully   integrated   in   the   European
Economic  Community,  governed  by
the    Social    Democrats,    and    the
chancellor Willy  Brandt  had  won  the
Nobel Prize for peace in  1971.

We  also  believed  that  Yugoslavia
had prepared us for emigration.  It was
a culturally  very  heterogeneous  coun-
try,   including   parts   of  two   great
empires: the Austro-Hungarian and the
Ottoman. In most Yugoslav cities, peo-
ple of different religion, language and
customs were living together. The an-
cestors of many city-dwellers belonged
to different ethnic groups from the two
empires.   In   Skopje,   the   capital   of
Macedonia,  where  Mojmir  grew  up,
five  languages  were  spoken:  the  offi-
cial   Macedonian,   Serbian,   Turkish,
Albanian, and Romanes. Leaving one's
rmcrfecr//czfe - as several decades ago, ac-
cording to Muslim tradition, some city
quarters  were  called  -  often  meant
going   among   people   speaking   an
incomprehensible   language.   Further-
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more,   our  known   ancestors   include
Czechs,      Moravians,      Austrians/
Germans,   Hungarians,  Bosnians  and
Groats,  as well  as Catholics, Jews and
Protestants.

This  background,   together  with
communist  universalism,  gave  many
Yugoslavs of our generation confidence
in  their  ability  to  bridge  cultural  and
language gaps and to find bonds of com-
mon  humanity  for  coexistence.  There
was no reason to presume that we would
not be able to integrate into the society
of another European country.

During our first years in Germany we
were    busy    putting    together   our
household,  taking  care  of Danijel  and
acquiring  some  reputation  in  our pro-
fessions. We noticed that our integration
i nto the community was not satisfactory
but blamed it on language problems or
i nadequate cultural adaptation.

In  1980  -while  we  were  living  in
a   small   apartment   in   a   suburb   of
G6ttingen -an  elderly  retired  couple
moved   into  the  building.   We   soon
learned that the husband had fought in
the   Wre%rmocfef  during  World  War  11
and  had  spent  ten  years  in  a  Soviet
POW camp. Back in Germany, he was
employed by the police.

We   soon   had  a   series   of  trivial
conflicts  with  our  new  neighbours:
whether we were allowed to leave our
shoes  outside  the  apartment  door  -

might require different skills than those
we  had  acquired  in  Yugoslavia.  Per-
haps they did not want it or thought it
to be impossible. After all, when meet-
ing  Germans,  we  were  often  asked
questions  like  ``When  are  you  return-
ing  home?".   And  even  today,   after
Yugoslavia has dissolved and some of
its  successor-states  are  dangerous  or
hardly  accessible,   we  are  repeatedly
asked  whether  we  have  been  in  our
f7ez.mczf,  home country,  recently.

By  the   same  token,   Danijel,  who
came to Germany as a small child and
was immediately enroled in a Kz.#der-
grr/e#, was never supposed to be able
to learn German in the same way as a
German child -despite the fact that he
was the first in his class to lean to read
and  later  had  high  marks  in  English
and Latin. The rationale for this scepti-
cism   was   that   he   does   not   speak
German at home. He actually did, only
the  two  of us  did  not answer in  Ger-
man. But was this the true reason?

During the  80s we  slowly began to
understand the connection between our
experiences  and  the  German  culture.
We also began to read a large number
of  German  publications   concerning
German  history,  particularly  the  his-
tory of the Second World War, Nazism
and the Shoah.

Understandably  the  Germans  feel
uncomfortable with that history and try

When meeting Germans, we were often asked

questions like "When are you returning home? " .

no -, how often the staircase had to be
cleared  -  exactly   as  prescribed  -,
whether Danijel could play on the grass
plot around the house -no, although a
sandbox  was  there  -,  whether he  was
allowed to play with a ball on the street
-no, the ball  could damage the polish
on our neighbours'  car -.

Our  neighbour's  feelings  about  us
were   less  trivial.   Among  the  many
slanders and insults, one remark made
to  Zdenka  stood  out:  "You've  been
overlooked.   The   ovens   will   burn
again".  In  his   We/far#schczz/w#g,  prob-
ably  acquired  during  his  adolescence
in  the  Third  Reich  and  dominated by
hatred  of  A#s/d.#c7er,  foreigners,  Bol-
sheviks,   and  others,   we  enjoyed  the
status of a.get/#cr, Gypsies.

This   unpleasant  experience  led  to
our realisation  that building  inter-cul-
tural  bridges  toward  many  Germans
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to  reduce  their  uneasiness.  These  at-
tempts,   which  seem  to  constitute  a
permanent project, are usually referred
to  as    Vergangenheitsbewdltigung,
mastering of the past. The idea behind
this   is   roughly   the   following:   by
historical research, philosophical inter-
pretation,  media  coverage,  and  some
verbal  and practical  acts  of penitence,
the  history  of Nazism  should be  con-
strued  in  such  a  way  as  to  enable  the
Germans to become a "normal nation",
able  to  be  proud  of  its  cultural   and
other achievements.

In the 80s the Shoah was commonly
characterised   as   a    sj.#g2//czr  crime.
What  does    sj.#ge//czr   crime   mean?
Surely, the crime was extraordinary, and
many   of  those   who   spoke   of  its
singularity did so in order not to offend
the Jews by its relativisation.  The idea
had  a  reverse  side:   if  singularity  is

understood  as  a  onetime  occurrence,
then  the  Third  Reich  was  somehow
exempted from its historical context and
the     preceding     German     cultural
and    political    history.    The    basis
of  German  "national   identity"   was
rescued,thevergangenheitbewdltigung
successful.  The  collapse  of the  Berlin
wall  in  1989  and the  ensuing  German
reunification demonstrated how strong
the desire for such a rescue was. At that
time most Germans were euphoric, un-
able  to  discuss  soberly  the   pros  and
co#s of a hasty annexation of the crum-
bling  German  Democratic  Republic.
Some prominent intellectuals were un-
able to justify the process of unification
by  better  arguments  than  maintaining
that "the train has already departed", as
Rudolph  Augstein,   publisher  of  the
widely read news magazi ne Der fpj.egg/
did. Reurification assumed the appear-
ance  of imminent redemption - from
the  division  of  the  "nation"  in  two
states, from the spectre of communism
next door, from the limited sovereignty
of both German  states.  It was also re-
demption  from  the  consequences  of
and references to Nazi history. As such,
it seemed to promise a successful  end
to Vergangenheitsbewdltigung.

On 9 Nov  1989, the night the Berlin
wall collapsed, Zdenka happened to be
in  Berlin  and  observed  the  hysterical
joy  of  the  people   welcoming  their"brothers  and  sisters"  from  the  GDR.

Her  father  being  a  Bosnian  Jew  and
Shoah-survivor,  she was frightened by
the   extent  of  the   euphoria,   which
seemed to be out of control . What would
happen when the euphoria vanished, the
redemption did not occur, and the huge
problems  of  economic   and  political
transformation  of  the  former  GDR
emerged?   Later,   her  colleagues   in
G6ttingen expressed envy that she had
attended  such  an  important  historical
event. Nobody noticed the irony of his-
tory -or the sarcasm of the rulers of the
GDR - that the  wall  had been  opened
exactly  on  the  51st  anniversary  of the
Reichskristallnacht,theriatior+w.\depo-
grom   of  1938,   the   prologue   to   the
Shoah. And her hints at the problems to
be  expected  and  the  irrational  behav-
iour of the people were swept aside by a
"You  can't  understand  it because  you

are not a German".
Very soon the problems were there.

German  intellectuals   and  politicians,
who till  1989 repeated od #czwse#m that
the  Germans  are  one  nation  living  in
two states,  suddenly changed their tune
in  1990. Now the Gemans were living
in one state, but their "inner unity" still
had  to  be  accomplished.  And  for that

Continued on next page
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Without Hitler and Nazism there would probably
hcrve been no Shoah. But this was not an
otherworldly monster suddenly overpowering
Germany. It was the result Of a long cultural
development, Of authoritarianism, particularism,
intolerant nationalism, and the worst possible Jind
Of racism.

purpose a convinci ng German "national
identity" was necessary -the forty years
of Federal  Republic  being,  obviously,
not  convincing  enough.  But  where  to
look for it?  If the  Shoah was sz.#gr/czr,
then  the  history  preceding  the  Third
Reich was probably the proper choice.

It  soon  became  obvious  that  many
Germans   understand  their  "national
identity" as that of an ethnic group with
a strong biological component -an idea
which developed in Germany between
1871   and   1933.  As  the  basis  of their
state they see their ethnic particularity,
and  not the  legal  constitution  of equal
citizens. This explains the de/czc/o abol-
ishment  of  the  right  to  asylum  after
]990,  their  stubborn  adherence  to  the

/.ws scr#gr!z.#;.s, rights conferred by blood
relationships,  as a condition for a legal
claim to German citizenship, the reluc-
tance to grant citizenship to the children
and grandchildren of Gczs/arbe;.fer, for-
eign workers, and all sorts of atrocities
committed  by  neo-Nazis  against  vari-
ous categories of foreigner resulting in
dozens of casualties.

And  then,   in   1996,   Daniel   Jonah
Goldhagen   shattered  the   hopes   of
the    reunited    Germans    that   their
Vergangenheitsbewdltigung  could be
completed in the foreseeable future.  In
his bock Hitler's  Willing Executioners
(Alfred  A.  Knopf,  New  York   1996),
together with emotionally shocking de-
scriptions of Nazi atrocities, Goldhagen
offers  a  simple  and  convincing  socio-
logical  argument.  Applying  the  same
rule  of inference that underlies  survey
research,  he  insisted  that  the  fact  that
the   kimng   commandos   "cleansing"
Eastern   Europe   of  Jews  and  other
"subhumans"  comprised  a  representa-

tive  sample  of the  German  population
leads  to  the  conclusion  that,  put  in  a
similar  situation,  most  "ordinary  Ger-
mans" would have done the same.

In   the   ensuing   discussion   many
critics objected that Goldhagen's thesis
of  the   distinctiveness   of  German
antisemitism -which allegedly was tra-
ditionally "eliminationist"  and became
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"exterminatiohist"  during  Nazi  rule  -

could be confirmed only by a compara-
tive   study  of  antisemitism   in  other
European  countries.  That  was  lacking
in his book. Methodologically, this ob-
jection  is  probably  justified.   Still,   it
hardly  reduces the book's  value.  First,
results of comparative antisemitism re-
search have been published elsewhere,
as in loha Wej+ss.   Ideology  Of Death.
Why   the   Holocaust   Happened   in
Gerrm¢#);,  Ivan  R.  Dee,  Chicago  1996.
Second,  even  if German  antisemitism
before Nazism  didn't qualitative]y dif-
fer from other European antisemitisms,
Nazi   propaganda  and  the   notorious
German "secondary virtues" of authori-
tarianism,   law   and   order,   lack   of
compassion,    high    estimation    of
inexorability, might have made the dif-
ference. And third, the most important
effect of the  book is  probably  not the
scientific but the moral  one. It demon-
strated  that  the  German  attempt  at
Vergangenheitsbewdltigunghadbeena
failure and that Nazism and the Shoah
could be expected to remain the model
of moral  evil  for  a  very  long  time  to
Come.

Another personal story: Several years
ago  Zdenka took one  of her two  Ger-
man   friends  on  a  visit  to  Zagreb,
Yugoslavia.  The  ffiend  was  surprised
by the hospitality of Zdenka's parents,
particularly  by  the  interest  her  father
took in his guest's life, job, family and
well-being. He took care that the visitor
should get to know the city and its sur-
roundings  and  enjoy  her  stay.  Some
time  later,   in   G6ttingen,   the  friend
ashamedly admitted that her own father
-an old doctor and Nazi  living in Mu-
nich -would never have invited Zdenka
to  his  home  because  he  does  not  like
Ausldnder, foreigners.
•   What  can  we   learn  from   all   this?

Without Hitler and Nazism there would

probably have been no Shoah.  But this
was  not  an  otherworldly  monster  sud-
denly  overpowering  Germany.  It  was
the     result     of    a     long     cultural
development,   of  authoritarianism,

particularism,  intolerant  nationalism,
and the worst possible  kind of racism.
The predominant feature of this culture
is the belief in a close interdependence
between man' s biological determinants,
origin,  race,  and his  culture - religion,
worldview, intelligence, character traits.
This belief has  one  fatal  consequence:
even  those  Germans  who  realise  that
their cultural traditions have led them to
an impasse often don't feel free enough
and  strong  enough to  reject  them  out-
right.  These  traditions  are  virulent  in
large  parts  of the  German  population
even today.

So after more than 25  years in Ger-
many, we have to admit that our attempt
to integrate culturally into our new en-
vironment  has  failed.   A]though  our
functional integration has been moder-
ately successful, this is not enough.

In  1995  we  made  our second trip  to
Israel, and fell in love with the country
and  its  inhabitants.  So  we  decided,  in
the centre of Jerusalem, in a hotel a few
feet away from Kikar Zion, to start par-
ticipating in Jewish life in Germany and
formally  to  convert  to  Judaism  when
possible. It is true that this decision was
preceded  by  decades   of  interest  in
Judaism, extensive readings, and many
friendships with Jews.  But it cannot be
denied that our experiences in Germany,
particularly  those   since   the   reunion,
have also played a considerable role in
it.

In   1543,   in  his  pamphlet    J/o#  c7e#
Jtlden und ihren Ltlgen -On Jews a,nd
Their  Lies  -  Martin  Luther  recom-
mended burning down the synagogues,
confiscating  Jewish  religious  books,
forbidding Jews to praise God and ex-
pelling  them  from  the  country.   Four
hundred years later the Nazis could eas-
ily  argue  that  Luther  had  anticipated
thej+I  Endl6sung der Judenf rage, I:.iITal
Solution  of the  Jewish  Question.  Last
year, Bea Wy]er -the only woman rabbi
in  Germany -  suggested that the  Ger-
mans have not yet made their /es%2/vcz%,
repentance.   And  one  of  those  who
discussed Goldhagen's book, regretting
the   failure   of  the    I/ergcz#ge#feej.ts-
bewd.//I.gz/#g,   made  the  remark,     ``Es
wird alles immer schlimmer -je ldnger
es %er j.sf '',  everything  gets  worse  and
worse, the longer it is since it happened.
Exactly .

ZDENKA   KRIZAN   wcrs  bor#   I.#   Zcrgreb  /.#
I 949.  She qua[ifiied as a  Physical Therapist and
has worked for  the  last  23  years  in  educational
institutions   for    handicapped    children    in
G6,,ingen.

MOJMIR   KRIZAN   wc!s  bor#   J.#   Zc}greb  j."
1943   and   holds   several   degrees   in   Electrical
Engineering.  He  has  been  employed  as  a  scien-
lis[  at  the  Max-Planck  lnstilule for  Biophysical
Chemistry  in  Gtjitingen  since  I 984.
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A:toove..             A pilgrim about to enter the Holy sepulchre church.  Easter  l995

0pposrfue..        Cypriot pilgrims in the courtyard of the Holy sepulchre -they have brought along their own
chairs to take the pressure off their f;eel. The labels on the men's jackets are given to them by
their toui  operators. This allows them access into various religious sites in The Holy City.  1995
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Every morning an elderly man would pass through the check point on his way to
his fields, an unlit cigarette hanging from his lips. One morning, while checJing
his papers, I offered him a light. He explcLined that he had given up smoking but
not cigarettes.

I AM A CAMERA
Russell Sacks

IWAS BORN IN SOUTH AFRICA
and   enjoyed   a   privileged   life.
Sometime  after  my   bclrmz.Jzvczfe   I

began to realise what apartheid meant.
By that juncture my Jewish education
had  put  me  on  the  path  of Zionism.
After matriculating, I made cr/z.);cz%. Six
months  later  I  enlisted  and  spent  the
following four years in the Israel army
as   an   infantry   soldier,   the   last   18
months as an officer.

My first experience of the Lebanon
was  in  December  1983,  only  a  year
after  leaving  Yeshiva  College   High
School in Johannesburg.

The   Christian  population   of  Sur
were  celebrating  Christmas  while  we
held the port. The army taught me how
to see. That's what it was all about -a
keen eye.

My  first  experience  on  the  West-
bank  was  during  an  officers'  course,
over Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
1985.  We  were  at  a  check  point  near
the  city  of  Jenin.   Every  morning  an
elderly  man  would  pass  through  the
check point on his way to his fields, an
unlit  cigarette  hanging  from  his  lips.
One   morning,   while   checking   his
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papers,  I  offered  him  a  light.  He  ex-
plained that he had given up  smoking
but not cigarettes.

After      the      army      I      studied
International  Relations  at  the  Hebrew
University  in  Jerusalem.   My  under-
standing  of the  Middle  East began  to
improve.  As  a  student,   mj./wj.rm  -  re-
serve army service -was spent on the
West-bank in an attempt to subdue the
intifada.   The  issue  of  confronting  a
civilian population as a soldier became
even more perplexing.  It was then that
I decided to go and study photography
in Boston.

Returning  to  Jerusalem,  I  began  to

photograph   in   earnest.   I   wanted  to
inform Jews about the Old City and its
diverse communities,  not the  idiosyn-
cratic  media coverage  of Arab versus
Jew.  Using  the  camera  as  my  tool,  I
began  to  document  what  I  saw.  My
overall  intention  was  to  contribute  to
understanding and tolerance.

While pursuing this project, I began
to  focus  on  the  Church  of the  Holy
Sepulchre.   I   was   captivated  by  the
orthodox  Christians,  particularly  the
pilgrims,  who  had  come  for  Easter.

Believers who, having spent long lives
in  distant  places,  were  now  consum-
mating  their  longing  by  visiting  the
city  of  their  soul.   Their  eyes   were
glossy with the spiritual experience of
Jerusalem. Their faces did not portray
fanaticism  but  a  serene  veneration.  It
appeared  to  me  that  they  were  not  a
`religious' people in the pejorative way

that  form  has  come  to  be  used,  nor
people strictly and blindly adhering to
the  laws  of their  religion  come  what
may.  Perhaps  their experience  of life
had imbued them with an understand-
ing of what is truly important.

No religion has permanent domina-
tion over Jerusalem.  The  Knesset has
governed since  1967, but then what is
30  years?  This  hegemony  has  been
misapplied. Amity should be a priority
not domination I

RUSSELL  SACKS  I.s  a /ree/cz#cc  pfao/ogrc[-
pher now based in London.  His most important
work has been ftor the  International Committee

Of the  Red Cross and  Doctors  Wilhou[  Borders
(MSF).  Currently,  his  main  project  is  a  book
about   the  Jewish  community  in  the   UK.   His
work  ranges  firom  photojournalism,  architec-
ture,  weddings,  and  commercial  photography.
He  can  be  reached on  0171-794  0601.
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GLAMOUR OR GRUNGE?
Jessica Spitalnic

I RECENTLY VISITED A PLACE
called `Drip', a new coffee shop on
the Upper West Side of New York.

It  is  a  popular  place  that  has  been
featured  on  several  television  shows.
For it  is  not just  a  coffee  shop  but  a
place  to  meet  the  love  of  your  life.
There is a large bulletin board at `Drip'
where  patrons  can  fill   out  and  post
questionnaires   giving   their   vital
statistics,  interests, careers -all  jn the
hope  that  a  soul  mate  will  pick  our
their  questionnaire   and  give  them   a
call.  Looking  at  the  board,  I  noticed
that the final  line on the questionnaire
asked  patrons  to  choose  from  one  of
the   following   statements:    Looks
Matter;    Don't   Matter;    Shouldn't
Matter But They Do. The majority of
people   put...   Shouldn't   Matter   But
They  DO.

Looks  should  not  matter  but  they
do.  They  matter  now  and  they  mat-
tered then. I am a rabbinic student, so I

26

thought   instinctively   of  Leah   and
Rachel.  Jacob  has  been  told  that  his
descendants will be as numerous as the
"dust of the earth" but cannot manage

the fulfilment of that promise without
a  woman.   His  fateful   meeting  with
Rachel by the well, our biblical equiva-
lent of `Drip',  and the explicit  `on the
lips'  biblical   kiss  between  man  and
woman tell  us pretty  clearly  we  have
love  at  first  sight.   However,  Leah's
and Rachel's father,  Laban,  has a dif-
ferent agenda for his daughters and his
wedding-night  daughter-swap  creates
tension between the two sisters. Even-
tually, both become Jacob's wives. The
tension is made worse by the fact that
while   Leah   is   fertile,   Rachel   is,
initially,  barren.  This  family  story  of
Jacob, Rachel and Leah unfolds into a
saga of competition andjealousy which
has consequences far beyond the trian-
gle of these three.

Look  at  how  we  are  introduced  to
the  two  daughters.  We  are  told  that
Leah  has  weak  eyes  whilst  Rachel  is
shapely and beautiful. It is easy to im-
agine a shapely and beautiful  Rachel.
But  `Leah  of the  weak  eyes'  is  more
difficult to envision.  Does it mean she
was blind or going blind? Does it mean
that  Leah  was  ugly  in  comparison  to
her beautiful  sister as  many  often  as-
sume?

When  I  was  a  kid,  we  used  to  ask
each other, "Would you rather be pretty
and  dumb  or  ugly  and  smart?"  The
answer was always, "I would rather be
ugly  and  smart  because  then  I  could
use my brains to get rich, pay for plas-
tic surgery and become pretty."

So  would  we  rather  be   Leah  or
Rachel?  One  is  beautiful  and  barren,
one is less attractive and fertile. There
is  a  conflict  here  between  love  and
motherhood.  The  continuation  of the
covenant necessitates that there be chil-
dren to uphold the covenant, so Leah is
the  desirable  one.  But  a  marriage  de-
mands  love,  which  makes  Rachel  the
desirable one. That is why this story is
so difficult. The lines are not clear and
favour wavers between  one  sister and
another.  One  is  fertile,  one  is  barren,
one is loved, one is unloved.

It  is  one  of these  tensions  that  the
naming  of Rachel's  and  Leah.s  chil-
dren  becomes  a  `Duelling  Banjos'  of
etymology.  ]n the  Bible, there is great
folk significance found in the Hebrew
roots   of  people's   names.   Leah   and
Rachel  explain  the  meaning  of  their
sons'  names and this reads as a  narra-
tion of the tension between them. Leah
tells  us  her first  son's  name,  Reuben,
means "God has seen my affliction and
now  my  husband  will  love  me".  Her
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second   son's   name,   Shimon,   as  in
sfe '"cz,  hear,  means "God heard that I
was unloved and has given me this one
also".   The   barren   Rachel   has   her
handmaid   lie   with   Jacob   and   she
conceives  a  son,  naming  him  Dan  to
signify "God has vindicated". The sec-
ond son of this union is called Naphtali,
literally  meaning  "a  contest  of God".
Rachel  declares  ``A  fateful  contest  I
waged with my sister, yes, and I have
prevailed". All this sounds more like a
cheer at the end of a field hockey game
than the  naming  of children.  The two
mothers  are  clearly  in  `psychological
competition'   for  Jacob's  love.   With
manes  like  these,  who  can blame  the
sons  of  Jacob's  family  for  being  so
dysfunctional?

But despite all this pain, we can still
discern  moments  of co-operation  and
even reconciliation between the sisters.
After all,  could  Leah  have  pulled  off
the   switch   successfully  without  the
help  of Rachel?  Probably  not.  At  no
time does  Rachel  warn Jacob  of what
will happen on the wedding night. Per-
haps,  later  in  their  lives,  Rachel  and
Leah were able to find comfort in each
other's  company  and  see  the  darker
side of a man who encouraged rivalry
both  in  his  parent's  world  and  in  his
children's. After Rachel's death, there
is  no  record  of Leah  bearing  further
children. To be important to the Bibli-
cat author Leah needs her sister and it

to `rebuild' the Garden as sisters.
Midrash Professor, Norman Cohen,

goes   so  far  as  to  suggest  that  the
biblical  siblings  may  even signify the
internal struggling of a single entity as
"halves  of  a  bifurcated  whole  (that)

symbolises    the    dual     nature    of
`everyperson'. By struggling with this

duality  in  ourselves,  as  do  the  matri-
archs  and  patriarchs  of  Genesis,  we
can  find  ways  to  enhance  the  good
within us and understand and appreci-
ate the differences among us.

Ironically,  it is not the parent-child
relationships  of  Geneses  that  speak
most eloquently to us, but these sibling
relationships  that  are  so  familiar -  a

•stolen  bridegroom  as  with  Leah  and
Rachel, a more athletic brother as with
Esau and Jacob, competition for paren-
tal affection as with Cain and Abel.

The two most disturbing elements of
Leah's  and Rachel's saga,  the  many-
ing of two sisters to create the ultimate
sibling rivalry and the favouring of one
over another based on beauty, worried
the writers of our Biblical texts them-
selves just  as  they  vex  us  today.  To
avoid anyone else being put in the situ-
ation  of Leah and Rachel, two Torah
books later, in Leviticus  18: 18, we are
commanded, "Do not marry a woman
as  a  rival  to  her  sister".  In  regard  to
Leah being undesirable because she is
unattractive,  the  midrash  tells  us  that
Leah is only described as having weak

Back at the coffee shop `Drip' , I noticed one Of the

questiormaires on the bulletin board had a big
asterix nat to the `Looke ' category with a short note
-"Looks don't matter -it 's what's inside that

counts ' , .

is  in  their role  as  sisters  that they  are
meaningful to us.

I   am   not  the   only  one   who   has
searched for a message of co-operation
and  reconciliation  among the  Biblical

pairs  in  Genesis.   Judith   Plaskow,  a
Jewish   feminist,   writes   a   modern
midrash about Lilith, the rabbinic pre-
cursor to  Eve  and  Adam's  first  wife,
expelled   from  the   Garden  for  her
outspokenness  and  demand  for  total
equality   with   Adam.   In   Plaskow's
story,  Eve  goes  out  in  search  of the
banished  Lilith  and  they  come  back
together   to   the   Garden   of   Eden
`bursting with possibiljties'  and ready
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eyes  because  her  inner  goodness  and
tender spirit were so beautiful.

To this day, we still react strongly to
the  disturbing  elements  in  the  Rachel
and Leah story. Bigamy is still  against
the  law.  I  would also argue thatjudg-
ing  a woman merely by her looks has
at  least  been   rejected  by   many   in
society,   many  but  not  enough.   The
beginning of this decade saw the publi-
cation of books like Backlash and The
Beauty Myth that set out to criticize a
world that has unrealistic and unhealthy
expectations of women, their looks and
their bodies. Jewish women in particu-
lar,  from  Leah  until  now,  have  had to

deal with these issues. Susan Weldman
Schneider  in   Jewish   and   Female
writes, "While the appearance  of such
ethnically   diverse   stars  as   Barbra
Streisand and Bette Midler has diluted
somewhat the power of the leggy-blond
ideal of American attractiveness, many
Jewish  women  are  unaffected  by  the
change  and  still  see  their  own  shapes
and selves as less desirable".

It  is  also  disturbing  to  note  on  the
heels  of these  books  of the  early  90s
came the fashion industry's own back-
lash,  in  the  form  of the  unattainably
skirmy `waif look. Only last year Mary
Pipher in Reviving Ophelia told us that
young girls today still  find appearance`central'  to  their  self-worth  and  their
`intelligence devalued'.

Perhaps the  weak  eyes  of Leah  are
not hers but our own. We have all been
part of a world that can place too much
emphasis  on  outward  appearance  and
forget the significance of what is inside.
It is oc/r eyes that are too weak to see her
inner beauty. Let us put on glasses, so to
speak, and take a closer look at today's
message of Torah that we give to mod-
em-day Rachels and Leahs.'Right now, in America at least,  it is

hip to talk about Genesis. We have been
subjected to a flood of books, magazine
covers and TV shows all discussing this
part of the Torah. Why is it so popular?
Because people like things they can re-
late to and the stories of everyday lives.
From `the bitten-apple logo on our com-
puter' as a news magazine article notes,
to our prayers for peace in the Middle
East between the offspring of Isaac and
lshmael, our lives are here. So what do
we do with this mirror of our lives? We
find  the  foundation  of our heritage  in
these sagas.  We find guidance and les-
sons of right and wrong with stories of
people  who  were  both  as  susceptible
and searching as we are ourselves.

Back at the coffee shop `Drip', I no-
ticed  one  of the  questiormaires  on  the
bulletin board had a big asterix next to
the `Looks' category with a short note -
"Looks don't matter-it's what's inside

that counts".  It's  a  funny  image to  see
our biblical  mothers and fathers f"ing
in  their vital  statistics  over a  steaming
caffe  latte.  But  I  have  no  doubt  that
Leah  would  have  written  exactly  the
same  thing.  Looks  don't  matter -  it's
what's inside that counts .

JESSICA   SPITALNIC   j.s'  cz   /fr!.rd  );ear  rcrb-
binic   student   at   Hebrew   Union   College   -
Jewish  Institute Of Religion in New York.  She is
a  rabbinic  intern  al  Temple  Shaaray  Tefiila  on
the   Upper   East   Side   of  Manhattan   and   a
Steinhardt  Scholar  in  lrformal  Education.   In
1990-91   she  served  as  Student  Activities  Co-
ordinator  at  the  Sternberg Centre.
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Gadelue Jacobson
` One Of the survivors Of the Battle Of Waterloo ' .

West Ham United Cemetery

THE GRAVESIDE OF HISTORY

David Jacobs
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THE   EDITOR   OF     A4AIVIVA
began  his  sermon  on  his  son's
bczrmj./zvcr%  by  saying:  "Aren't

you glad'you're not David Jacobs' son
because instead of visiting West Ham
United football ground and seeing your
favourite  football  team,  your  leisure
time  would  be  dominated  by  visiting
West     Ham     United     Synagogue
cemetery".  Instead  of waxing  lyrical
about Hugo Porfirio's brilliant lob after
a neat one-two with Julian Dicks, your
pre-match smoked salmon bagel would
be shared with Horatjo Montefiore and
Stanley   Setty.   Montefiore   was   a
signatory  to  the  declaration  founding
the West London Synagogue of British
Jews and is buried in the first Refomi
cemetery,   off   Balls   Pond   Road,
Dalston.    Setty   was   a   car   dealer
murdered   by   Donald   Hume.   His
dismembered torso  was discovered  in
the   Essex   marshes,   having   been
dropped into the sea by Hume from an
aeroplane. He is buried in the Sephardi
section of the Hoop Lane cemetery jn
Golders Green.

My love affair with London's Jew-
ish  cemeteries began  in  1973,  when  I
noticed  in  The  Times'  Parliamentary
announcements   that   a   Private   Bill,
making  its  way  through  Parliament,
sought   legal   permission   to   sell   a
section  of the Nuevo  (New)  Sephardi
cemetery on Mile End Road to Queen
Mary College. I contacted the Sephardi
authorities  and  was put in touch  with
Rabbi,  now Dayan,  Pinchas Toledano.
He invited me to join him at the cem-
etery  and  photograph  the  remaining
tombstones,   before   they   and   the
remains of what was underneath were
transferred to  a field near Brentwood,
Essex.  On  leaving  the  cemetery  after
our final  visit  I  was asked to  sign the
Medical  Officer  of Health's  visitors'
book,  because  the  doctor  was  con-
cerned   that   cholera   might   still   be
present  within  the   earthly  remains.
Little did I know that ten years later I
was     to     marry     Hannah,     whose
grandfather had been the cemetery Su-
perintendent.  Her  mother  remembers
playing  as a child amongst the grave-
stones with her friends on her birthday
in  this,  one  of  Anglo-Jewry's  oldest
burial grounds.

My visits needed the long and com-
plicated journeys undertaken by many
]ows prior  to   Rosh  Hashanah  CNew
Year) when, in conformity with Jewish
tradition,   they   wished   to   visit   the

graves   of  their  deceased   relatives.
Today   I   drink   a    /'c¢oj.in   to   those
wonderful   Department  of  Transport
bureaucrats who succumbed to the in-
tense pressure imposed by members of
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David Jacobs with his father Leonard and daughter Leah Monat at the grave Of
Isaac Asher  lsaacs, David's great grandfiather

the London Jewish community to give
us  the  M25.  This  London  orbital  mo-
torway   now   links   Bushey   United
Synagogue  Cemetery  with  Cheshunt/
Bullscross  Ride  Cemetery  shared  by
the  Western  Marble  Arch  Synagogue,
the  West  End  Great  Synagogue,  the
Reform and Masorti communities with
the  Silver  Street  Union  of  Orthodox

Hebrew  Congregations  Cemetery,  the
Waltham  Abbey   United  Synagogue
Cemetery,   and  Rainham   Federation
Cemetery.

What  is  so  fascinating  about  these
cemeteries?   Those   who   lie   there
shaped  the  growth,  development  and
prosperity of Anglo-Jewry.  Following

Continued on next page
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Following the
readmission Of the Jews

to England by Cromwell
in 1656, the first Jew to

be buried in London's

first Jewish cemetery,
the Welho Spcwish &

Portuguese Cemetery,
was Mrs Isaac de Brito

who died on the 4th Elul
5417,1657.

the readmission of the Jews to England
by Cromwell  in  1656,  the  first Jew to
be  buried  in   London's   first  Jewish
cemetery,   the   Velho    Spanish   &
Portuguese  Cemetery,  was  Mrs  Isaac
de Brito who died on the 4th Elul 5417,
1657.   In  the  past  350   years  tens  of
thousands of Jews have been buried in
London's  Jewish  cemeteries  and  to-
day, the United Synagogue,  London's
largest Synagogue organisation, buries
over 3000 Jews a year.

West Ham United Synagogue Cem-
etery - no yellow cards there, Daniel -
contains    the    grave    of   Cadelue
Jacobson,  native  of Hanover,  one  of
the  Jewish  survivors  of the  Battle  of
Waterloo in 1815. David Henry Jacobs,
Captain and Olympic Medallist at the
Stockholm Olympic Games in 1912, `a
truly  great  athlete',  is  buried  in  East
Ham United Cemetery.

Not all of them hit the headlines. In
many  of the  cemeteries,  often tucked
away at the back, or in a separate sec-
tion,  are  the  tiny,  sad  gravestones  of
children   who   died  in  infancy  and
whose  families  counted  their  losses
time after time.

As  the   Jewish  community  grew
more  affluent,   some  who  prospered

and moved out of the East End ghetto
were  determined  to  inform  posterity
that they had "made it".  In the Brady
Street  United  Synagogue  Cemetery
and in the "Rolls Royce" of London's
Jewish  cemeteries,  Willesden  United
Synagogue  Cemetery*,  many  grave-
stones   have   the   addresses   of  the
deceased  on  them.   No  more   Brick
Lane, Philpott Street, Whitechapel and
Commercial  Road  but  Regents  Park,
Carlton  Hill  in  St  John's  Wood  and
even Park Lane, May fair. Not only do
we find the addresses of the deceased
on the gravestones but frequently, in-
dications   of  their  professions   and
trades,  too.  In  the  Balls  Pond  Road
Cemetery  founded by the  West  Lon-
don Synagogue in the early  1840s the
final resting place of David Mocatta is
to  be  found.  He  was  one  of the  first
Jews  to  devote  himself to  a  profes-
sional career and was a member of the
Institute  of British  architects,  design-
ing,  amongst  many  other  buildings,
Brighton Railway Station and the via-
ducts  and  stations  on  the  London,
Brighton and South Coast Railway. On
his gravestone can be found the words
"who was endowed with superior men-

tal  gifts  and who  took  part  in  all  the

First Reform Cemetery in London - Balls  Pond Road.
David Mocatta ... endowed with superior mental gifts I  Designed the Brighton Railway Station
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David with his wife Hannah outside The Western Synagogue Cemetery, Fulharn

progressive  movements  of  the  age".
Like Horatio Montefiore he was one of
the   founders   6f  the   West  London
Synagogue. Two further examples can
be  found  in  Brady  Street,  albeit  de-
scribing   more  humble   occupations.
Isaac  Solomon,  a  `Motzo  Baker,  late
of  Ropers   Buildings'   and  Emanuel
Minden  who  has  a  wagon  and horses
carved on his gravestone.

What  does  my  family  think  of my
lifetime's interest in cemeteries and all
who  lie  in  them?  I  often  discuss  with
my sisters in Israel some of my recent
discoveries,  particularly in cemeteries
where members of my own family are
buried   and  which  provide  me   with
valuable sources of family history. My
great-great grandparents  are buried at
the   back   of   the    Plashet    United
Synagogue   Cemetery.   When   I   dis-
cussed the details of the inscriptions on
their gravestones,  which  fascinatingly
include  their  address  at  their time  of
death  as  `48  Great  Alie  Street  East'  I
say  to  my  sisters  "I  have just  visited
Esther and  Asher  lsaacs".  They  smile
and  reply,  "It  sounds  as  if you  have
just had tea with them!" In a way, they
aren't wrong!

One of my stepsons commented that
he   preferred   visiting  cemeteries  to
museums,  and  did  I  know  about  the
Jewish  cemetery  down  the  road  from
his  university  accommodation  where,
unbeknown to him but happily for me,
the   second  wife  of  my  great-great
grandfather,  Joseph   Moses   Harris  is
buried.

I   always   visit  the   local   Jewish
cemetery  when  holidaying  abroad,
comparing funeral art in different cul-
tures. Many friends and colleagues say
that  my  enthusiasm  is  infectious  and
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regale  me  with  stories  of  finding  a

prominent memorial  to  Lt.  Sigismund
Stemberg in the military cemetery near
the site of custer's Last Stand jn Mon-
tana  and  a  Corporal   Jacobs  in  the
Commonwealth War Graves Cemetery
at Gallipoli, Turkey.  I prefer the quiet
solitude of London's cemeteries. They
provide   me   and   many   others   with
routes to our roots.

*Until   quite   recently   the   Rolls

Royce  coachworks  of Ward  Mulliner
was situated in front of this cemetery.

For  those  who  might  wish  to  visit
cemeteries for interest or research, the
list  below  is  of some  London  Burial
societies and the cemeteries for which
they are responsible.

Cemetery Listing
United Synagogue 0181343 8989:

Alderney Road,  London El  (disused);
Brady  Street,   London   El   (disused);
Bushey;   East   Ham   (Marlow   Road)
London E6; Lauriston Road, Hackney,
London E9 (disused); Plashet, London
E6;   Waltham   Abbey;   West   Ham,
Buckingham   Road,   London   E15;
Wil]esden,    Glebe    Road,    London
Nwlo.

Spanish  &   Portuguese  0171   289
2573:   Edgwarebury  Lane,   Edgware;
Hoop Lane, London NWll ; Mile End,
London  E1  -Velho  and  Nuevo  (both
disused).

Federation   of  Synagogues  0181
202  2263:  Montagu  Road,  Edmonton,
London    N18;     Upminster    Road,
Rainham.

Western Marble Arch Synagogue
affiliated  for  burial  rights  with  the
Western   Charitable   Foundation
0171  723  9333:  Queens  Elm  Parade,
Fulham Road, London SW3 (disused);
Montagu   Road,   Edmonton,   London

N 18; Bullscross Ride, Cheshunt.
West  End  Great  0171724  8121:

Rowan     Road,      London      SW16;
Bullscross Ride, Cheshunt.

Union    of   Orthodox    Hebrew
Congregations    0181    802    6225:
Carterhatch   Lane,   Enfield;   Silver
Street, Cheshunt.

The  Maiden   Lane  Synagogue:
Bancroft Road (disused), London E1.

Masorti   Synagogues   0181   201
8772:  Bullscross Ride, Cheshunt.

West London Synagogue 0171723
4404:   Kingsbury  Road,  London  N1
(disused); Hoop Lane, London NWll ;
Edgwarebury,   Edgwarebury   Lane,
Edgware.

Hendon  Reform  Synagogue  0181
203 4168: a section of the Great North-
ern London Cemetery.

Jewish  Joint  Burial  Society  0181
455 8579:  Bullscross Ride, Cheshunt.

Liberal        0171         580        1663:
Edgwarebury Cemetery, Edgwarebury
Lane, Edgware; Pound Lane/Harlesden
Road, London NW10. And also a small
section in Streatham Park Cemetery for
members of the South London Liberal
Synagogue.

I   can  often  help  with  information
about cemeteries  out of London - do
write.

For those who might like to do some
reading,  the  following  have  been  of
great help to me:

Hugh  Meller,   £o#do#  Ce"e/erj.es,
An  Illustrated  Guide  and  Gazetteer,
Gregg lntematjonal,1985. Many of the
cemeteries  described  above  are  fea-
tured in the Jewish section of this book.
Short biographical details are given for
many of the famous, and occasionally
infamous, people buried in these cem-
eteries.

The    Jewish    Year    Book    1997,
Vallentine  Mitchell,1997  -where  all
current telephone numbers of the cem-
eteries  are  given,  as  well  as  the  years
that  each  of  the  cemeteries  opened.
Should   problems   arise,   the   burial
societies mentioned above can be con-
tacted.

Arthur Kurzweill, From Ge#erc}fj.o#
/o Ge#erczfz.o#, Revised Edition, Harper
Perennial,1996.

Rabbi Bemard Susser, f7ow fo jieczd
a Jewish Gravestone, Susser Press, 3 \
Knightleas  Court,Ill   Brondesbury
Park, London NW2 5JQ,19951

DAVID  JACOBS  I.s  Dj.recfor  q/ fy#crgogwe
Parlnership  for   the   Reform  Synagogues   Of
Great  Britain.  He  is  the  Vice-President  Of the
Jewish  Genealogical  Society,  a flounder  Of the
Jewish  Museum  at  the  Sternberg  Centre  and
organiser  Of Jewish  AwayDays for  the  Manor
House   Society  where   he  has  firequently  in-
dulged  his  passion for Je\\Iish cemeteries.
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FRESH PANORAMA
Alan Race

RENEWING THE VISION:
RABBIS SPEAK OUT ON

MODER`N JEWISH  ISSUES
Edited by Jonathan A. Romain,

London:  SCM Press  1996,
240pp paperback, £12.95.

IIS BOOK COMES CLOSE TO
3neratjng   a   new   genre   in
]blishing.   As   a  collaborative

Deepening intellectual
challenges , clustered
around the rrmddy term
`postmoderhity',

question whether
religious beliof is
anything more than the
workofhaman
construction its elf
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and  wide-ranging  venture  between
rabbinic   graduates   of  Leo   Baeck
College,      some     of     them     now
esteemed  teachers  in  the  College,   it
celebrates  the  fortieth  anniversary  of
an institution that has achieved a high
reputation jn and beyond the world of
Jewry. Yet all of the contributors know
that the liberal outlook they espouse is
precarious and that the founding vision
of   the   College   persists   only   by
development, adaptation and recasti ng.
Moreover, the writers insist this is true
also  for Judaism  itself.  Therefore  the
best tribute a galaxy of graduates can
pay  to   the   educational   forces   that
propelled  them  into  leadership  is  to
wrestle precisely with those factors of

Judaism's  development,  adapting  and
recasting   under  the   pressures   of
worldly flux.

Renewing the Vision brea.toes a:n air
of quiet, cautionary optimism in a reli-
gious,  multi-faith  world  uncertain  of
its contours. Yet the awareness of un-
certainty  is  not  far  from  -  and  is
sometimes blatantly on -the surface of
every contribution. This is the shadow
side  of even quiet confidence.  It pro-
vides  the  book  with  its  cutting  edge.
Survival,  numbers,  outreach,  internal
divisions,  accommodation  to  moder-
nity, credible belief-patterns -these are
the  issues  affecting  every  religious
community now,  not least in my own
Christian  world.   By  wrestling  with
them  the  book provides  an  album  of
snapshots  of  what  we  are  all  going
through.

In  the  contemporary  context  there
are    two    dominant   pressures    on
religious commitment. Firstly, national
and intemational  fragmentation opens
up the temptation towards insularity in
claiming  religious  allegiance  as  the
bedrock of cultural identity. Secondly,
deepening intellectual challenges, clus-
tered    around    the    muddy    term
`postmodemity',  question whether re-

ligious belief is anything more than the
work of human construction itself. By
refusing  both  privatising  options  the
book tends towards optimism.  Storms
there may be, but the right measure of
development, adaptation and recasting
can ride them. Or so we might trust.

What of the issues? Let me consider
two  broad  thrusts -  ethical  dilemmas
in  society  and  intellectual  challenges
in  the  mind.  In  the  flrst  instance,  the
chapter dealing  with  sexual  ethics by
Elizabeth   Sarah   illustrates   well   the
difflculties  involved  in  development,
adaptation or recasting. What happens
when the trajectory of a tradition run-
ming  along  one  line  encounters  new
circumstances that  seem  to  demand  a
different line? The liberal argument for
an   `inclusive,  egalitarian'   ethic,  em-
bracing  a  more  flexible  definition  of
family   and  personal   relationships,
sounds destabilisingly libertarian.  But
it  need  not  only  be  that.   In  general
terms,  if ethics are  not to be prescrip-
tive in our crazy, directionless culture,
there   are   nevertheless  Jewish   core
values, also shared by others, whether
explicitly  religious   or  not,   that  can
apply  -  fidelity,   stability,   honesty,
physical  pleasure,  caring.  And  these
can be expressed in different styles of
relationships. If the tradition has never
really  considered  the  possibility,   for
example, of loving same-sex  relation-
ships,  then  such  are the  limitations  of.
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the tradition. Of course ljberals should
not  confuse  embracing  a  less  restric-
tive,  as  the  new  arrangements  see  it,
ethic  with  the  wholly  relativistic  atti-
tude   that   `anything   goes',   which
conservative   critics   rightly   caution
against.      `Inclusive,     ega]itarian'
approaches simply redraw the bounda-
ries  of  sexual   identity  and  practice
differently from past attitudes  and in-
corporate  other  factors  from  present
day experience and knowledge.

The Jewish community is not alone
in  experiencing  traumas  over  ethical
responses  to  changing  cultural  expec-
tations  in  society.  My  own  Christian
community  is  currently  being  ripped
apart -i.e.  afraid of facing up to -by
the  issues of sexual  identity and prac-
tice.  Here the debate is  not only about
different  versions  of  ethics,  but  also
about how much our ethical responses
should be  determined,  in part at least,
by knowledge that surfaces from  pas-
toral relationships. As a pastor I know
that prescriptive  ethics  is too blunt an
instrument for solving the problems of
close  human  relationships.   We  have
hurt too many people with it. Yet if the
pastoral   relationship   was  allowed  a
voice jn determining ethical codes and
recommended  practices,   surely  the
criteria for good ethics would have to
undergo   a  paradigm   shift.   It  makes
more humane sense, and I believe also
more religious sense. In the church, the
pastoral  role  is  well-developed  as  an
integral part of the identity of the ordi-

ci Dj:#Terence in  1992,  one Jewish par-
ticipant  saying  that  Christianity  was
founded on a mistake. I think he had in
mind the traditional doctrinal iriterpre-
tation  of  the  figure  of  Jesus  which
viewed him as the incarnation of God.
This   elicited  the  response   from  a
Christian   participant   that   perhaps
Judaism  was  also  founded  on  a  mis-
take.  I  think  this  one 'had  in  mind the
impossibility of the idea that God liter-
ally gave Moses some commandments
on  a  mountain-top.  This  elicited  the
third  offering  that  perhaps  we  were
both   founded   on   several   mistakes.
What is it to be faithful to an originat-
ing   vision   and   yet   also   be   open
simultaneously  to  the  possibility  of a
case of mistaken identity, and perhaps
even  absurdity,   springing  from  that
vision? This, it seems to me, character-
ises  the  dilemma,  challenge  and  hope
of belief in our time.

Yet mistakes are of different kinds.
One  era's  holy grail  is  another's mis-
taken   folly.   Certainly   a   historical
perspective helps to dampen down the
starkness  of the  choice between  truth
and   mistake.   We   can   only  believe
according  to  the  possibilities  of  the
time in which we live. And while there
are  those  who  think  that  the  critical
approach to belief has been allowed to
make too much of the running and that
it is time to call its bluff, my own view
is that too much `development, adapta-
tion    and    recasting'    has    already
happened  for  us  to  return  easily  to

We can only believe according to the possibilities Of
the time in which we live.

mary clergy. Clergy are not simply con-
duits   for  the   application   of  rules
derived from supposed biblical c>r theo-
logical  first principles.  Interestingly,  I
have  heard  rabbis  explain  that  devel-
opments towards embracing a pastoral
dimension in their own role have partly
come about, in Britain at any rate, as a
Jewish  equivalent  to  the  pastoral  role
of Christian  clergy.  If that is  so,  then
perhaps   the   relationship   between
ethics  and  pastoral  practice  could  be-
come  a   subject  for  useful   dialogue.
Liberals in the two communities could
lean much from each other.

\Vhat of the  new  intellectual  chal-
lenges? These  are  formidable  and are
best approached by a  story.  I  remem-
ber  an  occasion  at  a  meeting  of the
Manor     House      Christian-Jewish
dialogue group of which I was a mem-
ber,  and that produced  Dz.a/ogr¢e  Pyj./A
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a second naivety in these matters. Moreo-
ver,  this  seems  true  whether  we  are
theological or halakhic in outlook. Even
conservatives are children of modemity.

Under   these   circumstances,   the
question for liberals is how to retain a
hold   on   the   transcendence   of  the
Divine  while  acknowledging  the  per-
vasive role  of the  human  imagination
in the perception of it.

In  the  Christian  world  this  debate
for the moment has led into the opposi-
tion between realists/critical  realists -
roughly,  God remains  independent  of
human  perceptions  yet  connected  by
revelation -and non-realists -roughly,
God is the projection of human ideals
-in relation to the being of God. There
were  hints  of non-realism  in  some  of
the  contributions  in   jie#ew.#g  /¢e
yisz.o#, but mostly the writers assumed
what  the  Manna  Platfomi  in   1990  -

seeking   a   workable   consensus   of
Jewish  belief  and  recalled  in  Tony
Bayfield's  contribution  to  the  book -
termed t.he liberal-traditional approach
to  the.Divine.  On  this  strategy,  God
retairis transcendent being and power,
yet  with  the  added  proviso  that  the
power  for  exercising  active  interven-
tion  in  the  world  remains  severely
limited and should be conceived as di-
vinely   self-limited.   I   have   much
sympathy  with  this  approach,  feeling
that if transcendence is jettisoned alto-
gether then human fulfilment may just
as well be explored through altemative
creative  means  than by  following  the
provisions offered by religious affilia-
tion, whatever the creed.

But what of honouring our capabil-
ity   for   mistaking   transendence's
impact? We must combine the affima-
tion  of  transcendence  with  an  equal
stress,  and  radically  so,  on  acknowl-
edging  the  provisionality  of religious
language.   Religious   metaphors   are
what we have, nothing more -but also
nothing  less.  On  the  whole,  the  book
was   reticent  about   entering   these
swirling  waters,  but  then  most  of us
are.  Furthermore,  the  absence  of any
wrestling  in  the  book  with  holocaust
theology,   as   opposed  to   issues   of
Jewish survival post-holocaust, meant
that the real touch-stone of what `sav-
ing' work our metaphors really can do
was not really explored.

Nonetheless,   the   need  to   renew
vision cannot be gainsaid. Today it has
to be done more self-consciously than
ever  before.  Traditionally  speaking,
religious communities have flourished
by  their  reliance  on  wisdom  passed
down from the elders.  But by democ-
ratising   leadership   and   allowing   a
whole community of leaning to speak
for itself -  a  strategy that  is  as  thor-
oughly  Jewish,   pczce  jokes   about
numbers   of  Jews  and   numbers  of
opinions,  as  it is  modem -  Jie#ew.#g
/Ae   y;.sj.o#   embraces  that  necessary
self-consciousness   imposed   by   the
conditions  of  modernity  itself.   Cer-
tainly, there is no equivalent volume in
the Christian world. For this and other
reasons,  not  least  a  number  of years
sharing in dialogue and friendship with
some   of  the   contributors,   I   feel
honoured to have been asked to  write
these reflections I

THE  REVD.  ALAN  RACE  j.s  Rec/or  c/ Sf.
Andrew's  Church, Aylestone, on the outskirts Of
Leicester.  He  is  the  author  Of  Christians  and
Religious  Pluralism SCM  2nd edition  1993,  and
a contributor to several other volumes. He is the
editor for  World  Faiths  Encounter,  the journal
Of the World Congress Of Faiths, and is ac[lve in
the promotion  Of dialogue between religions.
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THE RAKE'S PROGRESS
Ramon Phillips

Magrof ;ah ...

When is a shovel not a
shovel?  ...

TThen it is an organ!
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DURING A FASCINATING
look  at  Jewish  music,   a
question arose concerning

the  instrument   `Magrefah'.  This
was thought to be a type of wind
instrument,  or organ, used during
the period of the  Second Temple.
Originally  this  was  powered  by
water but later developed using  a
bellows as the even more familiar
wind-driven   organ   now  widely
seen in churches.

I had heard the term before and
was determined to investigate, es-
pecially since it was reputed to be
so powerful that it could be heard
in  Jericho,  a  full   eighteen  miles
away if the wind was in the right
direction.  Even more astonishing,
according  to  some  reports  in  the
Mishnah, this organ could emit one
thousand notes.

That night I tossed and tuned in
my sleep. I saw vast pipes reaching
skywards,  powered  by  a  modem
water pump.  I  was  the  builder  of
this  magnificent instrument and if
Jericho was too far away,  it might
be heard at least throughout the city
of cambridge.

I   awoke  full   of  excitement.   I
would  show  everyone.   Crowds
would flock to hear the Magrefah.
For a designer of inigation systems
like  myself,  such  a project  should
not  be  too  difficult  though  would
need  considerable  research  and
funds.  On  my  bookshelves  were
enough references to make a start.

I   set  to   work  and  soon   had
Bibles, concordances and dictionar-
ies  in  both  Hebrew  and  English,
Jewish history and worship and the
Encyclopaedia Judaica. The table
groaned,  fantasies flourished and I
was in ecstasy.

Two  hours  later,  I  had pages  of
notes but was as confused as I was
better  primed.  The  results  of  my
research were as follows:

In  the  Bible,  Magrefah  occurs
once  in Joel  1:17  and  is  a  clod  of

Continued on next page
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earth. The word organ, as English trans-
lation  occurs  in  Gen  4:21,  Job  21:12,
30:31  and Ps.150:4 and on each occa-
sion the Hebrew word is UGAV.

One  dictionary  (SfezAsfec[#)  describes
the Magrefah as a kind of wind instru-
ment for music and surprisingly shows
a picture of a rake.  Another,  A4ed!.ggo,
translates Magrefah as either a rake or a
musical instrument but without pictures.

The  lack of Biblical  references  was
not  too  surprising  since  the  Magrefah
was in any case a late  Second Temple
instrument.  The  organ  was  thought  to
have been invented in Hellenistic Alex-
andria  by  Ctesibius,  according  to  the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, atthe end of
the  third  or  beginning  of the  second
century  BCE  bad  called  a  hydraulos,
since the air was compressed by a water
mechanism.

The plot thickened when I opened the
Encyclopaedia Judaica, vofume \2., cat-
umn   1452  under  `organ'.  This  states
categorically that the late Talmudic idea
of  the  magrefah-rake  as   an  organ
supposedly used in the Temple is a leg-
end  developed  by  a  peculiar  set  of
circumstances.   The  legend  is  easily
traced.

The  Adz.sfe#cz%  (Tarn 2:1,  3:8  and  5:6)
states  that  a  magrefah  was  among  the
implements used for cleaning the altar in
the moming before the new daily sacri-
fice and that the noise of its being thrown
on the floor was but one of several cues
which  the  priests  used  to  ensure  the
smooth mnning of the ceremonies.

The   Encyclopaedia  Judaica  then
gives the full development of the legend
from  Magrefah-Rake  to  Magrefah-
Organ.

As I  followed the story,  I  saw Priest
number one, conducting the service and
anxiously waiting for his noise cue -the
magrefah-rake.

Then  it  came.  Priest  number two,  a
novice, had got up late that moming, had
a row with his wife, perhaps because his
beloved  soft  boiled  egg  was  hard  and
cast his magrefah to the ground, hurling
it with all his might. The din was heard
not only by Priest number one but by the
whole congregation.

When the service ended, number one
rushed  to  find  the  novice  and  repri-
manded him saying, "What do you mean
by making such a racket, the noise could
be heard in Jericho."

The very public row was recorded as,
`The   magrefah'   could  be  heard  in

Jericho.
Fine. But I still wanted to know how a

rake became an organ.
An anxious fortnight went by, then a

friend  sent me  a  copy  of a paper pub-
lished in the  Journal  Of the  American
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(1960), it was headed:
The   Magrefah   of  the   Herodian

Temple.  A  Five  Fold  Hypothesis  ty
Joseph Yasser.

This  seventeen-page  article  included
drawings  of Jewish  iconography  and
makes it clear that the magrefah was in
fact originally a shovel  but the incense
shovel design was used to constmct the
magrefah, organ. The size of the shovel
was  about  one  cubit  (18").  Such  small
pipes would only give a shrill  noise, so
could not possibly be heard in Jericho.

The handle had holes, the shovel had
holes, all for the air to go through. It is
never  made  clear  whether  one  blows
through the handle of the shovel part of
the magrefah but one thing is plain. The
shovel is an incense shovel.

From  mosaics  excavated  or  found,
there are tessera which appear within the
handle and which Yasser interpreted as
hole for the air to be expelled.

That night, I went to bed in a delirium.
The picture of the incense shovel-rake-
magrefah  haunted  me.   I  had  seen  it
before. Where had I seen it? In any case
it could hardly be an organ of one thou-
sand notes.

At 2.30 am  I  woke  with a  start,  my
unconscious  having  told  me  where  to
look.  I  rushed to  the bookshelves, trod
on the poor cat who was fast asleep near
thebookcaseandflippedquick]ythrough
Yigael   Yadin's  book,    `Bczr  Kocfebo '.
There on page  109 was the photograph
of the three shovels found in one of the
Dead Sea caves. The largest was a per-
fect  specimen  containing  two  incense
holders. The air holes on the mosalc was
solved.  I  went back to  sleep,  with one
further question remaining.

Why did Yasser not know of this and
continued to maintain his hypothesis of
the incense shovel being used as a model
for constructing the magrefah-organ?

The  following  moinng,  I  rechecked
the dates. Yasser's article was printed in
1960.  Yadin's  first  words  in  his  book
are, "one day in the spring of 1960 I sat
in  my  study  in  Jerusalem  gazing  at  a
bundle of papyri".

I  suspect that if Yasser had waited a
year  or  two  he  would   never  have
published his paper.

My conclusion? Never wony about a
rake's progress.  It could grow up to be
an organ I

RAMON  PHILLIPS  was  bor#  i.#  i;.verpoo/
and  studied  agricultural  chemistry.  He  made
Aliyah  in   1957  but  returned  to  England  offer
10  years  on   Kibbutz  K.far   Hanassi.   He  has
worked for 20 years in irrigation and  20 years
in pharmaceuticals  and is now embarking on a
third career  in  complementary  medicine.  He  is
a  member  Of Beth  Shalom  Roform  Synagogue,
Cambridge.

GROWING TOGETHER
Sir,

I was fascinated to read John Davis'
short  article  about  the  Jew,  Jesus  of
Nazareth  and the  comments  by  other
contributors to  A4rfIVIVA  54.  I  write as
one  who  often  describes  himself as  a
`Jew of the Roman Catholic Sect' . This

phrase makes many Christians sit up in
wide-eyed surprise because it is strange
how  many  do  not  realise  the  Jewish
base for their religion. We all worship
the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
Perhaps it could also be tine that many
Jews  do  not  associate  Christianity  in
any way with Judaism?

The problem is that over the centu-
ries,  men's  inhumanity  to  man  has
caused divisions and hatred.  Since we
are all  human,  this  can be propagated
from both sides. There is no doubt that
our spiritual enemy seeks to divide and
conquer and has been most successful
with this tactic.

We  cannot  change  what  has  hap-
pened in the past, but we can repent of
our own sins and of the corporate sins
of our people  over the  centuries.  We
need  to  be  truly  sorry  for  our  own
prejudice and that of our sect.  Events
like the Spanish Inquisition or the po-
groms   cannot  be   swept  under  the
caipet. They were not inspired by love,
and we must repent of these  dreadful
acts and be truly sorry for them. Please
forgive me. Please forgive us.

Repentance is a hard act. It involves
forgiveness  which  is  one  of the  most
difficult things  for us  to  do.  But  it  is
always  the  first  prerequisite  for  har-
mony and meaningful  dialogue.  If we
have  any  desire  to  grow  in  love  for
each other,  then we must be prepared
to  make  the  sacrifice  of  repentance.
This  poses  the  basic  question:   How
much  do  we  want  to  grow  together?
How much do we want to put an end to
mistrust and hostility and live in peace
and love for each other?

Let us pray I
Peter Glazebrook
Old Oxted, Surrey

i:i+
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William Wolff

A;l#:i:;n:n:1Pnfi`:S:::,B::;a¥ss;
"In  the present climate  ..."

It js trotted out to sanctify every act of
intolerance and power play.

"In  the  present  climate"  we  cannot

allow  Jews  to  give  wedding  or  funeral
addresses  if  they  happen  normally  to
pray or preach in another synagogue. "In
the present climate" it is totally impossi-
ble   for   us   to   observe   those   human
decencies  accepted  as  routine  in  every
church  and chapel.

``The  present  climate"  is  wheeled  on

to  squash  all  thought,  reason,  argument
and courtesy.

So let those who engage in cross com-
munal   talk  loosen   its   stranglehold  by
one  question:  Who  created  the  present
climate?

The  God  who  rains  off  Wimbledon
tennis?  Or the  very  men  who  start  this
parrot cry?

•t:t.

RABBI  HUGO  GRYN'S  FIRST
yahrzeit   is   almost   upon   us.
And none of the dramas that have

filled  this  past  year can  compare  to  the
trauma of his loss.

None of the storms that have buffeted
Anglo  Jewry  since  can  be  blamed  on
him,  even  in  absentia.  All  were  due  to
the defects of just one other man.

So  let  us  get  back  from  the  strife  he
did  not  provoke  to  one  of  the  lesser
known facets of this lovable man.

His ceaseless,  self-sacrificing and un-
sung  service  to  the  Jewish  and  wider
community. Unsung because it was done
in  ways  that could  never win  him  fame
or even the beginnings of a fortune.

I   saw  this  one  morning  when  I  met
him  at  Newcastle's  windy  airport  be-
cause he had agreed to give a lunch time
talk  at  the  city  centre  church.  I  saw  it
again  early  one  evening  as  he  came  up
the  endless  stairs at  Milton  Keynes  sta-
tion  because  he  had  agreed  to  address
the  Northampton  branch  of the  Council
of Christians and Jews. To them it was a
star occasion. To him?

Shortly after nine on a  Sunday morn-
ing  he  stepped  off the  Express  train  at
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Gatwick, on his way to Brighton to lec-
ture  on  the  turning  points  in  Jewish
history.

Not one of these or hundreds of simi-
lar dates earned him air or screen time,
or even a downpage newspaper mention.
All needed hours of travel and  prepara-
tion.   All   gave   light  and  warmth  to
countless  thousands.

Each  gave  expression  to  one  of the
abiding lessons he learnt on one teenage
journey   that   started   in   his   native
Berehovo     and     led     him     through
Auschwjtz        and        Lieberose        to
Mauthausen:

That a safer life for Jews and a better
world  for  all  would  have  to  start  with
much closer ties between Jews and those
whose homelands they shared.

From that moment until the week be-
fore he died he never let up in his toil to
forge those life saving links.

#

SOME  OF  OUR  SYNAGOGUE
religion   schools   are   excellent,
others  are  outstanding,  and a  few

superb.   And   all,   unwittingly,   leave
secular  Jewish  parents   with  one  big
illusion.

It  is  that  the  local  cheder  will  pump
into  their children  more  Jewish  knowl-
edge  than  they  possess,  and  still  leave
them  as  neutral,  indifferent,  or enthusi-
astically secular as they are.

That job  our  religion  schools  cannot
do for them. For they do not teach p.upils
"about"  Judaism,  as  religious  education

in  their  weekday  school  teaches  them
"about"  Christianity,   Buddhism,   the

Hindu or Muslim ways of life.
The  overriding  aim  of all  synagogue

religion schools is to turn out young Jews
committed to the practice of Judaism.

If that  aim  is  not  shared  by  the  par-
ents,  the  result  for their kids  is  conflict
and confusion. They would be better off
playing cricket or football, at chess club
or ballet school.

•?J;i.

THE  VOICE  ON  THE  PHONE
that  early  morning  was  bright
and  breezy.  "Why,   rabbi,"  she

wanted to know, "am I driving a clapped
oout car when the radio tells me that some

rabbis are doing very nicely, thank you?"
An  hour before,  Radio  Four's  Today

programme  regaled  us  with  colourful
details of two white-bearded New York
rabbis  being  charged  with  laundering

drug dealers' fortunes through Yeshivah
accounts.

The court proceedings will take many
months.  That gives  us time to  consider
the precise public stance we should take
if they are  found guilty.  For we  cannot
keep silent and shrug it off as the aberra-
tion of only two mavericks.

Firstly  because  mud  travels  a  long
way  over  the  air  waves  and  sticks  to
many  innocent  targets.  My  old  friend
was joking that morning. Mimons more
will  entertain  the  same  thoughts  with
doubt-free  seriousness.

Secondly,    unlike   the   occasional
sexual  adventures  of  some  individual
rabbis which make headlines every few
years,  behind  this  case  there  js  a  vital
point of principle.

It is that behind ultra orthodoxy there
lurks  a  theology  of superiority,  a  God-
backed  superiority.  Some  Muslims  and
evangelical  Christians  suffer  from  the
same  delusion.   One  result  of  such  a
theology  is  a  belief that  all  manner  of
means are kashered by "holy" ends.

That  is  a  belief  not  lessened  by  the
assertion of that widely revered talmudic
scholar Adin Steinsalz that no questions
need  be  asked  about  moneys  given  to
charity.

Most  Jews  today  find  that  belief
unacceptable.  That  is  why  our  protest
and  repudiation  must  be  loud  and  un-
equivocal.  For  the  sake  of the  internal
morale of the Jewish community as well
as its external  standing, and for the sake
of Judaism itself.

#

As::[b;:ou¥ge:]t¥rEd:jfs:th¥eoond¥:sc::ts¥ed:
fumbled  in  her  pocket  and  held out  a
piece of paper.

I  switched on my identity check. Was
I waiter, barber or taxi  driver?

My overall was black,  I  held a prayer
book rather than a menu, and my hat was
not  quite  like  a  peaked  cap,  though  no
less  fetching.

I had come to the cemetery as a rabbi.
I decided to leave as a rabbi.

And the lady left with her cheque  I

RABBI WILLIAM  WOLFF j.s abo#f /o become
rabbi   of  Wimbledon   Synagogue.   He   is  just
completing flour  years  as  rabbi  Of Brighton  and
Hove Progressive  Synagogue,  and has previously
served in Reading, Milton Keynes and  Newcaslle~
upon-Tyne.   He  started  his  rabbinic   career  as
an  assistant  to  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  at  the  West
London  Synagogue.
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THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY
THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY is the cultural arm of the
Sternberg Centre for Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in
Europe. The Manor House Society brings a wide range of
Jewish cultural and intellectual events within easy reach
of a large audience. Regular activities include concerts,
debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and lectures.
Membership of the Sternberg
Centre includes the Manor
House Society and gives easy
access to the Centre's many
amenities. These facilities
include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria, extensive grounds
and tennis courts.

Membership brings advance
information about events,
priority booking and ticket
discounts and automatic
subscription to MAMA at the
reduced rate of £8.50, as well
as the bi-monthly Sternberg
Centre  Diary.

Membership can be on either an
individual  or family basis.
Subscriptions are  modest.

The rates for 1997 are:

Individual  membership
fi5.oo       (with  MAIVIVA:  ca3.50)

Household
£20.00       (with  MAIVIVA:  £28.50)

Individual  concession
£10.00        (with  MIAIVIVA:  £18.50)

Household  concession
£15.00       (with  MAIVIVA:  £23.50)

Details and application forms
from Pain Lewis at the
Sternberg  Centre.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
SuMMER  EXHIBITION

Paintings and works on  Paper by Betty Sinclair
July,  August,  September

Sunday 21st September 8.00pm
The Book Of Jem-ish Food - an Odyssey from Samarkand to New York.
Claudia  Roden will trace the development of the Ashkenazic and Sephardic

Jewish  communities  and their cuisine over the centuries.

Wednesday 8th October 8.00pm``Above the Parapet -Living together in North West London"
A  High  Holy  Day discussion with  an interfaith  panel  of speakers

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Thursdays,1.15pm
Autumn  1997  Series

18th  September, 9th October,  6th and 20th  November, 4th  December.

APT COURSE
Ten week daytime courses with Jackie  King-Cline

14th  October -16th  December
Wednesdays  7.30pm-10.00pm

WATERCOLOUR  CLASS
Ten week evening course Jackie King-Cline

15th  October -17th  December
Wednesdays  7.30pm-10.00pm.

SPEAKING  [N  PUBLIC
New six week course with  Simone  Lakmaker,  LGSM

21 st October -25th  November
Tuesday  8.00-9.30pm

S.T.A.R.S
Manor House Society Drama Centre

Ongoing  programme of play  production,  play readings, workshops,
play writing and theatre outings
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